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Abstract
Negation is not involutive in the ౠ� calculus because it does not
distinguish captured stacks from continuations.We show that there is
a formulae-as-types correspondence between the involutive negation
in proof theory, and a notion of high-level access to the stacks studied
by “elleisen and Clements.
We introduce polarised, untyped, calculi compatible with exten-
sionality, for both of classical sequent calculus and classical natural
deduction, with connectives for an involutive negation. The invol-
ution is due to the ℓ delimited control operator that we introduce,
which allows us to implement the idea that captured stacks, unlike
continuations, can be inspected. Delimiting control also gives a con-
structive interpretation to falsity.We describe the isomorphism there
is between ন and ¬¬ন, and thus between ¬∀ and ∃¬.
Categories and Subject Descriptors “.3.3 [Logics and meanings
of programs]: Studies of Program Constructs; “.4.1 [Mathematical
logic and formal languages]: Mathematical Logic̟Lambda calcu-
lus and related systems, Proof theory
Keywords Classical logic, “ormulae-as-types, Delimited control
operators, Continuations, Polarization, “ocalization.
1. Introduction
Constructiveness in classical logic is based on diࣽerent assump-
tions than in intuitionistic logic. In order to give constructive con-
tents to classical axioms such as excluded middle (∀ন,ন ҕ ¬ন),
we assume that we restrict the disjunction property, the property
of existence… to formulae that are purely positive (”irard [15]).
“or instance, in arithmetic, purely positive formulae correspond toΣ01 formulae. As a consequence, proofs of formulae ∀৘⃗�ষ �৘⃗) →স�৘⃗)) where ষ ,স are purely positive̟that is to say Π02 formulaein arithmetic̟correspond to algorithms (Murthy [36]).
One way to provide constructive contents to classical proofs is by
considering variants of the ”ödel-”entzen double-negation transla-
tions, such as “riedman’s [13]. We can translate classical proofs of⊢ ষ into intuitionistic proofs of ⊢ �ষ ༡ → হ) → হ, where ষ ༡ is
the translation of ষ and where হ is chosen arbitrarily. When ষ is
∗ This paper is a shortened version of the fourth chapter of the author’s PhD
thesis [33]. July 2014: the proofs can also be found in the appendix.
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৔, ৕ ⩴ ৘ ∣ ౠ৘.৔ ∣ ৔ ৕ ∣ �
(a) Quasi-proof termsɵ̟, ৘ ∶ ঵ ⊢ ৘ ∶ ঵ ɵ̟ ⊢ � ∶ ¬¬঵ → ঵ɵ, ৘ ∶ ঵ ⊢ ৔ ∶঴ɵ⊢ ౠ৘.৔ ∶ ঵ →঴ ɵ ⊢ ৔ ∶ ঵ →঴ ɵ ⊢ ৕ ∶ ঵ɵ ⊢ ৔ ৕ ∶঴ɵ⊢ ৔ ∶ ঵̟ ∗ɵ ⊢ ৔ ∶ ∀x঵ ɵ ⊢ ৔ ∶ ∀x ঵̟ɵ ⊢ ৔ ∶ ঵[∉/x]
(b) “irst-order predicate calculus (∗: x not free in ɵ)� ⩴ ܕ৔‖�ܖ ৔, ৕ ⩴ … ∣ ଠ� � ⩴ ନ଩ତଥ ∣ ৔⋅�
(c) Machines, terms and stacksܕ৔ ৕‖�ܖ ≻ৎ ܕ৔‖৕⋅�ܖܕౠ৘.৔‖৕⋅�ܖ ≻ৎ ܕ৔[৕/৘]‖�ܖܕ� ‖ ৔⋅�ܖ ≻ৎ ܕ৔‖ଠ� ⋅ନ଩ତଥܖܕଠ� ‖ ৔⋅�༡ܖ ≻ৎ ܕ৔‖�ܖ
(d) Reductions
Figure 1. The ౠ� calculus and its call-by-name abstract machine
purely positive, then ষ ༡ does not depend on হ and, furthermore, we
have ষ ༡ = ষ . Therefore, in this special case we can take হ = ষ
and deduce an intuitionistic proof of ⊢ �ষ → ষ ) → ষ and, in turn,
one of ⊢ ষ . In the other cases, the translation describes in fact how
the behaviour of classical proofs depends on the context in which
classical axioms are invoked. Thus the interpretation does not con-
tradict intuitionism: the latter assumes that the behaviour of proofs is
referentially transparent, while here we do not make such an assump-
tion. This is why proofs of ∀ন,ন ҕ ¬ন do not provide a decision
procedure for ন in general.
In this article, we are interested in the constructive interpretation
of reasoning by contrapositive, or, in other words, of an involutive
negation. In terms of double-negation translations, we must consider
two techniques:
• ”irard’s polarisation [15], which distinguishes negative formu-
lae ঵ (which are translated diࣽerently, into ⊢ ঵∗ → হ) in ad-
dition to the positive ষ , and which was introduced precisely for
the purpose of interpreting a negation satisfying ¬¬ন = ন;
• The interpretation of falsity from Herbelin, Ariola and ”hile-
zan [1, 19, 4], closely related to “riedman’s trick [13].
1.1 Formulae-as-types
The previous notion of constructiveness is best understood through
the interpretation of formulae as types in a programming language.
”riﬃn [17] showed that double negation elimination can be imple-
mented with “elleisen’s variant � [12] of the call/cc operator of
Scheme (“igure 1 recalls the ౠ� calculus). Also, from this point of
view, double-negation translations such as ”irard’s correspond to
continuation-passing style compilation schemes for calculi with such
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Calculus “ig. Technique Style Red. Equiv. Strategy ¬¬ন Ҳ ন Ref.ౠ� 1 Quasi-proof terms and abstract machine Natural deduction ≻ৎ ҵৎ Call-by-name No [43]Ȣౠౡ ȡౡ� 2 L calculus Sequent calculus ԠRৎ ҰREৎ Call-by-name No [7]
Lpol, Ƞ଩ଥ 3 L calculus Sequent calculus ԠR৐ ҰRE৐ Polarised Yesౠℓ 4 Quasi-proof terms and abstract machine Natural deduction ≻৐ ҵ৐ Polarised Yes
Table 1. A summary of the calculi presented in this article
operators (Murthy [35, 37]). Now, as is well known, in the presence
of side-eࣽecting operations (control operators, state, input/output,
etc.), programs of certain types (functions, thunks, etc.) are opaque
at runtime. In fact, programming languages usually guarantee to re-
spond with absolute values only for simple enough types (integers,
etc.).
One may think that double-negation translations have reduced
classical proof theory to intuitionistic proof theory. But, given the
wealth of double-negation translations, understanding the transla-
tions is at least as important as understanding the intuitionistic target.
A direct interpretation of classical logic, by means of dedicated term
calculi, amounts to studying both at the same time. It brings the com-
bined advantages of succinctness and ࣿexibility.
The simplest way to describe the reduction of calculi with con-
trol operators is with abstract machines. Let us recall Streicher and
Reus’s [43] variant of the Krivine (call-by-name) abstract machine
in “igure 1. One insight is to enrich the set of terms with an operationଠ� that appears during reduction, but which does not make sense fornatural deduction.
The original terms, without ଠ� , are quasi-proofs. This is becausewe consider that logical systems only approximate constructive be-
haviours, just like type systems approximate correct programs̟a
point of view advocated by Krivine [24, 22] and ”irard [16]. Thus,
quasi-proofs are algorithmically more diverse than proofs, because
they need not be typable. But they are somehow compatible with
natural deduction, unlike ଠ� , in the sense that we could use them toextend the logic with new axioms. In this article, stating the results
for untyped calculi guarantees more generality.
1.2 Involutive negation
Assuming ¬ন ≝ ন → ⊥, then the � control operator participates
in an equivalence ¬¬ন ↔ ন, but not in an isomorphism of types¬¬ন Ҳ ন. The reason for asking more than a mere equivalence
between ন and ¬¬ন is that there are too many choices for the
contrapositive of a proposition such as the following:∀x, y ѵ ন, �ষ �x) ҕ স�y)) → �∀x ѵ ন, ষ �x)) ҕ �∀y ѵ ন,স�y))
for instance:¬ป�∀xѵন, ষ �x)) ҕ �∀y ѵ ন,স�y))ผ → ¬∀x, y ѵ ন, �ষ �x) ҕ স�y))�¬∀xѵন, ষ �x)) Ҕ �¬∀yѵন,স�y)) → ∃x, y ѵ ন, ¬�ষ �x) ҕ স�y))�∃xѵন, ¬ষ �x)) Ҕ �∃yѵন, ¬স�y)) → ∃x, y ѵ ন, �¬ষ �x)Ҕ¬স�y))
We are no longer overwhelmed with choices once De Morgan laws
are type isomorphisms: if there are too many proofs, then we must
be able to choose a canonical one, one whose meaning is preserved.
In the ౠ� calculus, however, a proposition as simple as the fol-
lowing (assuming that ∃ is obtained through the second-order encod-
ing): ¬∀x ѵ ℕ,ন → ∃y ѵ ℕ, ¬ন (1)
has a proof with the following skeleton:ౠ৘৙.�� ౠো.�৘ ౠ৆.�� ౠৌ.�ো �৙ ৆ ৌ)))))
Thus, in ౠ�, such an elementary classical tautology has a non-
obvious computational role, due to the presence of two control oper-
ators. More generally, reasoning by contrapositive is not immediate
in the ౠ� calculus due to the absence of isomorphisms of types such
as ¬∀x঵ Ҳ ∃x¬঵ , following from the absence of an involutive
negation. But, works such as the one of Krivine [24] show from a
technical standpoint the importance of reasoning by contrapositive;
for instance, the axiom of countable choice is only realised through
its contrapositive.
1.3 Captured contexts are not continuations
As we will see, the computational contents of the DeMorgan law (1)
is as simple to understand as: 1) capturing the stack of the form ৎ⋅�
that appears during the head reduction of the argument; 2) decom-
posing it into head and tail, and return a pair �ৎ, ଠ�) where ଠ� is thecaptured form of the tail. This contrasts with the proof in the ౠ� cal-
culus, which is convoluted because captured contexts are identiࣾed
with continuations. By continuation we mean the functional abstrac-
tion of the remainder of a computation. Thus, the contents of the
captured context, which is represented by a functional value, cannot
be accessed in an immediate way.
That captured contexts are more primitive than continuations is
obvious in programming languages, with the examples of the opera-
tion getcontext in the language C or the operation thisContext in the
language Smalltalk, where the contents of captured contexts can be
accessed. “elleisen sketched a control operator that would theorise
this distinction in a note at the end of Ariola and Herbelin [2]. Then,
Clements showed advantages of enabling a high-level access to the
components of the contexts, such as obtaining portable, high-level
implementations for debuggers [5].
In this paper, we establish the link between the idea theorised
by “elleisen and Clements and the remarks below by ”irard and
by Krivine by which negation should be treated diࣽerently from the
connective ⋅ → ⊥.
1)”irard gavewith his sequent calculusLC [15] an interpretation
for an involutive negation. ”irard’s approach distinguishes positive
(ষ ,স… ) and negative (঵,঴… ) formulae. Negation is given as an
involutive mapping that inverts the polarity of the formula, thus it is
strictly involutive (¬¬ন = ন). It is therefore not given as a connect-
ive, which led some authors to qualify the computational contents
of LC’s negation as ̧not clear̨.1 However, according to ”irard [15,
p. 9], the identiࣾcation of ¬¬ন with ন ̧is not essential to [his] ap-
proach̨.
In fact, the main insight of LC is, to us, the idea that the introduc-
tion rules in sequent calculus of negation, taken as a connective, hide
cuts. In other words, the following focalisation steps have to be per-
formed during cut-elimination in classical sequent calculus, when �
is not simple enough (i.e. linear):
ɵ,঵ �⊢ ɶ̟ɵ ⊢ ¬঵,ɶ ɵ༡, ¬঵ �༡⊢ ɶ༡ɵ, ɵ༡ ⊢ ɶ,ɶ༡ Ԡ
঵̟ ⊢ ঵⊢ ¬঵,঵ ɵ༡, ¬঵ �༡⊢ ɶ༡ɵ༡ ⊢ ঵,ɶ༡ ɵ,঵ �⊢ ɶɵ, ɵ༡ ⊢ ɶ,ɶ༡
ɵ༡ �༡⊢ ¬ষ ,ɶ༡ ɵ �⊢ ষ , ɶ̟ɵ, ¬ষ ⊢ ɶ̟ɵ, ɵ༡ ⊢ ɶ,ɶ༡ Ԡ ɵ �⊢ ষ ,ɶ ɵ
༡ �༡⊢ ¬ষ ,ɶ༡ ষ̟ ⊢ ষষ , ¬ষ ⊢̟ɵ༡, ষ ⊢ ɶ༡̟ɵ, ɵ༡ ⊢ ɶ,ɶ༡
1 See M.-M. [33, Section I.10.3] for a discussion.
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These cut-elimination steps invert the order of � and �༡ in the tree.
As we will see, the ࣾrst cut-elimination step above is incompatible
with the functional interpretation of negation (঵ → ⊥), and requires
that ¬঵ is given a positive polarity. The second cut-elimination
step above is compatible with interpreting ¬ষ as the negative typeষ → ⊥, but will correspond to evaluating the argument � by value.
2) A technique of Krivine alleviates the complexity of reasoning
in the ౠ� calculus, by allowing certain pseudo-types of a positive
tinge to the left-hand side of implications [24, 23]. An essential
pseudo-type in Krivine’s work is�−, deࣾned as the set ‡ଠ� ∣ � ѵ �}.This also amounts to distinguishing a type of captured stacks from
the type of continuations (� → ⊥). The diࣽerence is, we will do so
in a direct manner, making such types ࣾrst class, in the sense that
we deࣾne their meaning also when they are on the right-hand side
of implications.
1.4 Formulae-as-types for an involutive negation
Our goal is to describe a natural deduction for classical logic with an
involutive negation inspired by ”irard, which realises a formulae-as-
types correspondencewith the idea of exposing a high-level interface
to captured stacks. “ollowing the above, we introduce a positive type∼ন of inspectable stacks, together with constants (ফ…) that provideaccess to the components of these stacks. The type ∼ন is therefore
distinct from the negative type ন → ⊥ of continuations. The invol-
utive negation is then deࣾned in function of the polarity:¬ষ ≝ ষ → ⊥ ¬঵ ≝ ∼঵
Deࣾning the negation in function of the polarity of the sub-formula
is reminiscent of Danos, Joinet and Schellinx [8].
Our setting admits extensionality (�-like) rules, which are used
to establish the isomorphism between ¬¬ন and ন. It is also untyped
(Curry-style), so that there is generality in the involution result and
it is not restricted to, say, predicate calculus.
Delimited control as an interpretation of falsity. In the setting that
we introduce, we use control delimiters to provide a constructive in-
terpretation for falsity (⊥). Control delimiters model the fact that
the context has a ࣾnite extent, and are absent from the ౠ� calculus.
In terms of continuation-passing-style translations, the presence of
control delimiters means that continuations can return and be com-
posed. In this aspect, we follow the proof theoretic interpretation of
delimited control by Herbelin and others [19, 4, 18, 21].
We found necessary to interpret falsity using delimited control
because of our choice of being untyped. In this context, giving
an interpretation to falsity compatible with extensionality, as we
will see, is not immediate.2 Thus our result shows how although
delimited control does not prove new formulae compared to non-
delimited control in the context of predicate calculus, it already gives
better proofs from a constructive standpoint.
Computational interpretation of polarisation. Our approach, like
”irard’s, is only sound when both polarities are taken into account.
One important contribution of this article is that we investigate a
direct computational interpretation of polarities.
We build on our previous work [31] where negation was strictly
involutive. There, we introduced the idea that positive and negative
formulae are the types of strict and lazy terms (respectively) for the
notion of polarity taken from ”irard’s LC. Strict involution meant
that terms were identiࣾed with contexts. In this article, we restore
the distinction between terms and contexts, and we also investigate
how polarisation can be formulated in natural deduction, through a
2We could also circumvent the issue of the connective ⊥ by replacing the
deࣾnition ¬ষ ≝ ষ → ⊥ by an ad hoc dual to the connective ∼, but:
1) that would leave open the question of its interaction with implication, and
2) it is not clear that such a connective has a convincing formula-as-type
interpretation.
ౠ calculus with control operators (the ౠℓ calculus we introduce). We
found that the latter task was not immediate, and we are not aware
of any other model of an involutive negation in natural deduction
which does not identify all proofs.
There is a technical reason for investigating a natural deduction
variant of polarised classical logic. It is needed for having a notion of
quasi-proofs. Yet quasi-proofs are essential in Krivine’s programme
for recovering models, in the sense of model theory, from classical
realisability models [25]. Like the ౠ� calculus, the ౠℓ calculus
determines such a language of quasi-proof terms, in a sense that we
will make precise.
This article is a companion to M.-M. [34] in which we give a
direct characterisation of polarisation through a categorical structure
where the associativity of composition is relaxed. The ౠℓ calculus
fails to satisfy the associativity of composition, which is justiࣾed by
the latter result.
1.5 Contributions
In Section 2, we review the relationship between sequent calculus
and abstract machines and we introduce the untyped calculus Lpol, Ƞ଩ଥand the corresponding sequent calculus. Not all proofs are identiࣾed,
even in the presence of �-like rules.
In Section 3, we introduce the untyped calculus ౠℓ which
provides the notion of programs, or quasi-proof terms, and we in-
troduce the corresponding natural deduction. The method is to de-
compose it through the calculus Lpol, Ƞ଩ଥ, from which it inherits anextensional equivalence on terms and therefore the type isomorph-
isms. “inally, in Section 4 we show that negation as deࣾned above
is involutive.
References. This article can be seen as a successor to Murthy’s
computational analysis of ”irard’s LC [37], enriched with the sub-
sequent advances in the proof theory of classical sequent calculus (in
particular Danos, Joinet and Schellinx [8] and Laurent [27]), in the
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2. Involutive negation in sequent calculus
2.1 Notations
If Ԡ is a rewriting relation, then Ԡ∗ denotes the reࣿexive and transit-
ive closure ofԠ; the compatible closure ofԠ is denoted by→ and the
compatible equivalence relation �← ∪ →)∗ is denoted by Ұ. Reduc-
tions are denoted with ԠR and expansions with ԠE . In this context
we deࣾne ԠRE ≝ ԠR ∪ ԠE .
2.2 The constructive interpretation of sequent calculus
The ౠ calculus is universal because it represents combinators ab-
stractly by their reduction rules. “or instance, it suﬃces to write
down the rule �৘৙৚ ≻ ৘৚�৙৚) to not only infer � Ұ౗� ౠ৘৙৚.৘৚�৙৚),but also to propose � = ౠ৘৙৚.৘৚�৙৚) as a deࣾnition, as if the reduc-
tion rule was an equation in � and the ౠ calculus a convenient mean
to build solutions.
3ANR-07-BLAN-0324 Choco, ANR-12-JS02-006-01 CoЀuas, ANR-10-
BLAN-0213 Logoi and ANR-11-BS02-0010 RecЁe
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৔ = ৔⊝ ⩴ ৘ ∣ ౡౖ.� ∣ ౠ৘.৔৆ = ৆⊝ ⩴ � ∣ ȡౡ৘.�৆⊝ Ӵ � ⩴ ౖ ∣ ନ଩ତଥ ∣ ৔⋅�� ⩴ ܕ৔‖৆ܖ
(a) Terms, contexts, stacks and commands
ܕ৔‖ ȡౡ৘.�ܖ ԠRৎ �[৔/৘]ܕౡౖ.�‖�ܖ ԠRৎ �[�/ౖ ]ܕౠ৘.৔‖৕⋅�ܖ ԠRৎ ܕ৔[৕/৘]‖�ܖ
(b) Reduction rules
৆ ԠEৎ ȡౡ৘.ܕ৘‖৆ܖ৔ ԠEৎ ౡౖ.ܕ৔‖ౖܖ৔ ԠEৎ ౠ৘.ౡౖ.ܕ৔‖৘⋅ౖܖ
(c) Expansion rules
৔ ৕ ≝ ౡౖ.ܕ৔‖৕⋅ౖܖଠ৆ ≝ ౠ৘.ౡౖ.ܕ৘‖৆ܖ� ≝ ౠ৘.ౡౖ.ܕ৘‖ଠౖ⋅ନ଩ତଥܖ
(d) Embedding the ౠ� calculus
ɵ = ৘⃗৉ ∶ ঵⃗৉ , ɶ = ౖ⃗৊ ∶ ঴⃗৊ɵ ⊢ ৔ ∶ ঵ ∣ ɶ , ɵ ∣ ৆ ∶ ঵ ⊢ ɶ , � ∶ �ɵ ⊢ ɶ)
(e) Judgements
(̟⊢ ax)৘ ∶ ঵ ⊢ ৘ ∶ ঵ ∣ (̟ax ⊢)∣ ౖ ∶ ঵ ⊢ ౖ ∶ ঵� ∶ �ɵ, ৘ ∶ ঵ ⊢ɶ) ( ȡౡ ⊢)ɵ ∣ ȡౡ৘.� ∶ ঵ ⊢ɶ � ∶ �ɵ ⊢ ౖ ∶ ঵,ɶ) (⊢ ౡ)ɵ ⊢ ౡౖ.� ∶ ঵ ∣ ɶɵ ⊢ ৔ ∶ ঵ ∣ ɶ ɵ༡ ∣ ৆ ∶ ঵ ⊢ɶ༡ (cut)ܕ৔‖৆ܖ ∶ �ɵ, ɵ༡ ⊢ ɶ,ɶ༡)
(f) Identity
� ∶ �ɵ ⊢ ɶ)̟ (w ⊢)� ∶ �ɵ, ৘ ∶ ন ⊢ ɶ) � ∶ �ɵ, ৘ ∶ ন, ৙ ∶ ন ⊢ ɶ)̟ (c ⊢)�[৘/৙] ∶ �ɵ, ৘ ∶ ন ⊢ ɶ)� ∶ �ɵ ⊢ ɶ) (⊢ w)� ∶ �ɵ ⊢ ౖ ∶ ন,ɶ) � ∶ �ɵ ⊢ ౖ ∶ ন, ౗ ∶ ন,ɶ) (⊢ c)�[ౖ/౗] ∶ �ɵ ⊢ ౖ ∶ ন,ɶ)
and 8 similar
rules with ৔ and৆ replacing �.
(g) Structureɵ, ৘ ∶ ঵ ⊢ ৔ ∶঴ ∣ ɶ̟ (⊢ →)ɵ ⊢ ౠ৘.৔ ∶ ঵ →঴ ∣ ɶ ɵ ⊢ ৔ ∶ ঵ ∣ ɶ ɵ༡ ∣ � ∶঴ ⊢ɶ༡̟ (→ ⊢ে )ɵ, ɵ༡ ∣ ৔⋅� ∶ ঵ →঴ ⊢ɶ,ɶ༡ɵ ⊢ ৔ ∶ ঵ ∣ ɶ
(⊢ ∀1)∗ɵ ⊢ ৔ ∶ ∀x঵ ∣ ɶ ɵ ∣ ৆ ∶ ঵[∈/x] ⊢ ɶ̟ (∀1 ⊢)ɵ ∣ ৆ ∶ ∀x঵ ⊢ ɶ
(̟⊥ ⊢)ɵ ∣ ନ଩ତଥ ∶ ⊥ ⊢ ɶ
(h) Logic
Figure 2. The Ȣౠౡ ȡౡ� calculus (top) and its typing rules in sequent calculus (bottom)
The sequent calculus (̧L̨) approach, pictured by Curien and Her-
belin’s Ȣౠౡ ȡౡ� calculus (“igure 2, top), is universal because it extendsthe previous point of view to the transitions of abstract machines.
The binder ౡ, which binds stacks to co-variables ౖ, ౗ … , is intro-
duced to abstractly represent terms by their transitions in a machine.
“or instance, the operations of the ౠ� calculus are characterised by
their action on stacks (below, on the left), which deࣾne equations
that we solve in the Ȣౠౡ ȡౡ� calculus (on the right):৔ ৕ ∶ � ↦ ܕ৔‖৕⋅�ܖ ৔ ৕ ≝ ౡౖ.ܕ৔‖৕⋅ౖܖଠ� ∶ ৔⋅�༡ ↦ ܕ৔‖�ܖ ଠ৆ ≝ ౠ৘.ౡౖ.ܕ৘‖৆ܖ� ∶ ৕⋅� ↦ ܕ৕‖ଠ� ⋅ନ଩ତଥܖ � ≝ ౠ৘.ౡౖ.ܕ৘‖ଠౖ⋅ନ଩ତଥܖ
These deࣾnitions induce a translation from the ౠ� calculus into the
calculus Ȣౠౡ ȡౡ� that simulates reduction:
Proposition 1 (Simulation). (Identifying machines of the ౠ� calcu-
lus with commands of the calculus Ȣౠౡ ȡౡ� ,) If � ≻ৎ �༡ then � Ԡ+Rৎ �༡.
The abstract notation of reduction rules brings along three im-
portant simpliࣾcations [7, 44, 2]: 1) thanks to the addition of explicit
contexts, the equational theory is simpler to describe than in the ౠ�
calculus or its variants; 2) the possible choices regarding the order of
evaluation appear clearer, as it displays a symmetry between call by
value and call by name; 3) typing rules are in correspondence with
the ones of the sequent calculus.
2.2.1 A correspondence with sequent calculus
The Ȣౠౡ ȡౡ� calculus gives a constructive interpretation in call-by-name to the ∀,→,⊥ fragment of ”entzen’s classical sequent calculus
LK [14] (“igure 2, bottom). To ”entzen’s cut is associated the
following typing rule:ɵ ⊢ ৔ ∶ ন ∣ ɶ ɵ༡ ∣ � ∶ ন ⊢ ɶ༡̟ܕ৔‖�ܖ ∶ �ɵ, ɵ༡ ⊢ ɶ,ɶ༡)ɵ becomes an environment of term variables (৘1 ∶ ন1,… , ৘ৎ ∶ নৎ)and ɶ becomes an environment of co-variables, (ౖ1 ∶ ঩1,… , ্ౖ ∶঩্).
✄
✂
 
✁
ɵ ⊢ ৔ ∶ ন ∣ ɶ , ɵ ∣ � ∶ ন ⊢ ɶ , ܕ৔‖�ܖ ∶ �ɵ ⊢ ɶ)
In the above frame, the ࣾrst judgement is familiar: the type of a term
is given by a conclusion of a sequent. The bar delineates which par-
ticular formula it is; this distinction corresponds in sequent calculus
to the notion of principal or active formula. The second judgement
describes the type of a stack by an hypothesis of the sequent, and
reads ̧� is a refutation of ন in the context ɵ,ɶ̨. The third judge-
ment gives types to variables of a machine ܕ৔‖�ܖ, which has no type
on its own. Notice that the cut is formulated in multiplicative rather
than additive style (the contexts are split).
The slogan is that the reduction of commands corresponds to cut
elimination (with the convention that we don’t necessarily considerܕ৘‖৆ܖ or ܕ৔‖ౖܖ a cut, as suggested by Wadler [44]).
2.2.2 Adjoints
Elimination rules are obtained as the adjoints of left introduction
rules, through the deࣾnition:
✄
✂
 
✁
౩∗�৔) ≝ ౡౖ.ܕ৔‖౩�ౖ)ܖ
The adjoint deࣾnes an operation that satisࣾes:ܕ౩∗�৔)‖�ܖ ԠR ܕ৔‖౩��)ܖ
hence the name.
“or instance, the derivation of the elimination rule of → in LK
indeed gives ৔ ৕ = �৕⋅−)∗�৔), since it corresponds to the following
derivation:ɵ ⊢ ৔ ∶ ন → ঩ ∣ ɶ ɵ༡ ⊢ ৕ ∶ ন ∣ ɶ༡ (̟ax⊢)∣ ౖ ∶ ঩ ⊢ ౖ ∶ ঩̟ (→⊢)ɵ༡ ∣ ৕⋅ౖ ∶ ন → ঩ ⊢ ౖ ∶ ঩,ɶ༡̟ (cut)ܕ৔‖৕⋅ౖܖ ∶ �ɵ, ɵ༡ ⊢ ౖ ∶ ঩,ɶ,ɶ༡) (⊢ ౡ)ɵ, ɵ༡ ⊢ �৕⋅−)∗�৔) ∶ ঩ ∣ ɶ,ɶ༡
The typing rules of the ౠ� calculus can be derived (in multiplicative
style4) from the rules of “igure 2. The abstract notation and the
deࣾnition using adjoints solve the problem of commutative cuts in
natural deduction (see M.-M. [33]).
The name adjoint is taken from ”irard [16].
4 The rules in additive style from “igure 1 can be recovered if ɵ and ɵ༡ are
allowed to overlap. We prefer the multiplicative style, because conversely in
additive-style LK,→-elimination is not derivable but only admissible.
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2.2.3 Non-linear contexts
Stacks (notation �) are linear contexts, in the sense of linear logic
(see Laurent [27]). Curien and Herbelin introduced the ȡౡ binder
that builds non-linear contexts (notation ৆). They represent contexts
deࣾned in terms of their interaction with a term.
The abstract machine for the ౠ� calculus only uses stacks: this is
because stacks are suﬃcient if the goal is to describe the head reduc-
tion of a term. Adding ȡౡ is necessary to recover the correspondence
between the syntax and the sequent calculus, as we will see below. It
also makes the choice of evaluation order explicit, because it forces
us to determine which of the binder ౡ or ȡౡ has the priority over the
other in the reduction.
The context ȡౡ৘.ܕ৔‖৆ܖ is introduced by the following rule:ܕ৔‖৆ܖ ∶ �ɵ, ৘ ∶ ন ⊢ ɶ)̟ ( ȡౡ ⊢)ɵ ∣ ȡౡ৘.ܕ৔‖৆ܖ ∶ ন ⊢ ɶ
Negative polarity Terms of the Ȣౠౡ ȡౡ� calculus are negative. Herethis means that the reduction of ౡ is restricted to contexts that are
stacks, and that the priority is given to the ȡౡ binder:ܕ৔⊝‖ ȡౡ৘⊝.�ܖ ԠRৎ �[৔⊝/৘⊝] , ܕౡౖ⊝.�‖�⊝ܖ ԠRৎ �[�⊝/ౖ ⊝]
Thus, the evaluation of a negative term is delayed until it comes in
head position, in the terminology of the ౠ calculus. In the calculusȢౠౡ ȡౡ� , head position is determined by the fact that the context is astack.
The distinction between stacks and negative contexts also ap-
pears in the rule �→ ⊢ে ): only stacks are allowed as a premiss. Thisis a focalisation constraint: it essentially means that the generic rule,
which can be derived in terms of the restricted rule, hides a cut:৔⋅৆ ≝ ȡౡ৘.ܕ৘৔‖৆ܖ = ȡౡ৘.๊ౡౖ.ܕ৘‖ ৔⋅ౖܖ‖৆๋ɵ ⊢ ৔ ∶ ঵ ∣ ɶ ɵ༡ ∣ ৆ ∶঴ ⊢ɶ༡̟
(→ ⊢)ɵ, ɵ༡ ∣ ৔⋅৆ ∶ ঵ →঴ ⊢ɶ,ɶ༡
In other words, in the Ȣౠౡ ȡౡ� calculus, priority is given to the evalu-ation of the context inductively:ܕ৔‖৕⋅৆ܖ →∗Rৎ ๊ౡౖ.ܕ৔‖৕⋅ౖܖ‖৆๋ when ৆ is not a stack
As noticed by Danos, Joinet and Schellinx [8], focalisation is notably
meant to ensure the compatibility of reductions with expansions.
Indeed, if we were to treat ৔⋅৆ as a stack, i.e. if we considered the
following rules:ܕౡౖ.�‖ ৔⋅৆ܖ ԠR’ৎ �[৔⋅৆/ౖ ] , ܕౠ৘.৕‖ ৔⋅৆ܖ ԠR’ৎ ܕ৕[৔/৘]‖৆ܖ
then unsolvable critical pairs would arise in the presence of expan-
sions: �[৔⋅ ȡౡ৙.�༡/ౖ ] ԟR’ৎ ܕౡౖ.�‖ ৔⋅ ȡౡ৙.�༡ܖ→Eৎ ๊ౠ৘.ౡ౗.ܕౡౖ.�‖৘⋅౗ܖ‖৔⋅ ȡౡ৙.�༡๋ԠR’ৎ ๊ౠ৘.ౡ౗.ܕౡౖ.�‖ ৔⋅౗ܖ‖ ȡౡ৙.�༡๋ԠRৎ �༡[ౠ৘.ౡ౗.ܕౡౖ.�‖ ৔⋅౗ܖ/৙]
Positive polarity In the Lpol, Ƞ଩ଥ calculus introduced in the next sec-tion, we add a positive polarity. The positive ȡౡ deࣾnes a stack (in
our terminology), and when a cut is between positive term and con-
text, the reduction of ȡౡ is restricted to terms that are values (ঽ , to
be introduced), which gives the priority to the ౡ binder:ܕঽ+‖ ȡౡ৘+.�ܖ ԠR৐ �[ঽ+/৘+] , ܕౡౖ+.�‖�+ܖ ԠR৐ �[�+/ౖ +]
This corresponds to a call-by-value evaluation of positive terms,
deࣾned with their transition rules using the ౡ binder.
In the positive polarity, focalisation appears for terms. “or in-
stance, in the calculus introduced next section, pairs hide cuts in gen-
eral because they compute down to values by inductively computing
their components via ̧౧̨ rules (reusing Wadler’s [44] terminology):ܕ�৔+, ৕)‖৆+ܖ ԠR৐ ๊৔+‖ ȡౡ৘.ܕ�৘, ৕)‖৆+ܖ๋ when ৔+ is not a valueܕ�ঽ , ৔+)‖৆+ܖ ԠR৐ ๊৔+‖ ȡౡ৙.ܕ�ঽ , ৙)‖৆+ܖ๋ when ৔+ is not a value
2.3 The calculus Lpol, ̂��
In this section we introduce the calculus Lpol, Ƞ଩ଥ. We present the cal-
culus Lpol, Ƞ଩ଥ in “igure 3. It enriches the Ȣౠౡ ȡౡ� calculus with:
• The positive conjunction ⊗, with the corresponding focusing
rules;
• The positive negation ∼, and the corresponding focusing rule;
• Alternate rules for ⊥ for which we introduce the operators Ƞ଩ଥ andౡ Ƞ଩ଥ.
Let-bindings The binder ȡౡ allows us to derive below a let-binding:
✄
✂
 
✁
ଡଚ଩ ৘ �ଚ ৔ ଞଣ ৕� ≝ ౡౖ�.๊৔‖ ȡౡ৘.ܕ৕� ‖ౖ�ܖ๋
The term ଡଚ଩ ৘ �ଚ ৔ ଞଣ ৕ has the same polarity as ৕. Similarly, the binderȡౡ is used to decompose pairs of values:
✄
✂
 
✁
ଡଚ଩ �৘, ৙) �ଚ ৔+ ଞଣ ৕� ≝ ౡౖ�.๊৔+‖ ȡౡ�৘, ৙).ܕ৕� ‖ౖ�ܖ๋
The operator ۣ ̂�� The goal with Ƞ଩ଥ is to reconcile the rule (⊥ ⊢)
with extensionality equations. The diﬃculty comes from the fact that
at type ⊥, the natural equation for the Ȣౠౡ ȡౡ� calculus (∀�, ନ଩ତଥ Ұ �)implies that all the terms are identiࣾed. In Lpol, Ƞ଩ଥ, ନ଩ତଥ is replaced byȠ଩ଥ, whose essential diࣽerence is to invalidate the following equation:ܕౡౖ⊝.�‖ Ƞ଩ଥܖ ⋫ �[ Ƞ଩ଥ/ౖ ⊝]
The reduction of ౡ Ƞ଩ଥ.� is possible only when � is of the form ܕ৔⊝‖ Ƞ଩ଥܖ:ౡ Ƞ଩ଥ.ܕ৔⊝‖ Ƞ଩ଥܖ ԠR৐ ৔⊝
The Ƞ଩ଥ variable is bound dynamically: the above rule holds even ifȠ଩ଥ appears in ৔⊝. Thus Ƞ଩ଥ is not subject to the usual scoping and ౖ-conversion rules.
In fact, the operator ౡ Ƞ଩ଥ implements a list of stacks, deࣾned
inductively as follows:
✄
✂
 
✁
�‡} ≝ ��‡�1⊝,… , �ৎ⊝} ≝ ܕౡ Ƞ଩ଥ.�‖�1⊝ܖ‡�2⊝,… , �ৎ⊝}
And the context Ƞ଩ଥ corresponds to an operation that extracts the head
of the list:ܕ৔⊝‖ Ƞ଩ଥܖ‡�1⊝, �2⊝,… , �ৎ⊝} →R৐ ܕ৔⊝‖�1⊝ܖ‡�2⊝,… , �ৎ⊝}
Per the above deࣾnition, ౡ Ƞ଩ଥ.� corresponds to the operation that adds
a stack on top of the list. In typed settings we can expect these stacks
to be of type ⊥. Using Ƞ଩ଥ to interpret the elimination of falsity is
inspired from Herbelin et al. [3, 19].
Accessing stacks In order to interpret the negation of a negative
formula঵ , we introduce the positive type ∼঵ of inspectable stacks.
An inspectable stack is a value that denotes a captured stack and that
exports accessors to its components.An inspectable stack is denoted
with ঽ+ = [�].The calculus Lpol, Ƞ଩ଥ introduces the binder ȡౡ[ౖ].� which is respons-ible for accessing the stacks. We extend it to a ౠ abstraction as fol-
lows: ౠ[ౖ].৔ ≝ ౠ৘.ౡ౗.๊৘‖ ȡౡ[ౖ].ܕ৔‖౗ܖ๋
“or instance, we can access the head of a captured stack and return
it paired with the tail of the stack with the following function:ফ→ = ౠ[৘⋅ౘ].�৘, [ౘ]) ≝ ౠ[ౖ⊝].ౡ౗+.๊ౠ৘.ౡౘ.ܕ�৘, [ౘ])‖౗+ܖ‖ౖ⊝๋
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✄✂
 
✁
… : Main additions to Figure 2.
৔֦֧֨֩֩ ৔⊝ ⩴ ৘⊝ ∣ ౠ৘.৔ ∣ ౡౖ⊝.� ∣✄✂  ✁ౡ Ƞ଩ଥ.�৔+ ⩴✄✂  ✁৘+ ∣ �৔, ৔) ∣ [৆] ∣ ౡౖ+.� ঽӳ ৔{৔⊝ঽ+ ⩴✄✂  ✁৘+ ∣ �ঽ , ঽ ) ∣ [�] ৆֦֧֨֩֩ ৆⊝ ⩴ ౖ
⊝ ∣ ৔⋅৆ ∣ ȡౡ৘⊝.� ∣✄
✂
 
✁
Ƞ଩ଥ৆+ ⩴✄✂  ✁ౖ+ ∣ ȡౡ৘+.� ∣ ȡౡ�৘, ৙).� ∣ ȡౡ[ౖ].� �ӳ ৆{�⊝ ⩴ ౖ
⊝ ∣ ঽ ⋅�৆+� ⩴✄
✂
 
✁
ܕ৔+‖৆+ܖ ∣ ܕ৔⊝‖৆⊝ܖ
(a) Terms, values, contexts, stacks, and commands�হ ȡౡ) ܕঽ ‖ ȡౡ৘.�ܖ ԠR৐ �[ঽ /৘]�হౡ) ܕౡౖ.�‖�ܖ ԠR৐ �[�/ౖ ]�হ→) ܕౠ৘.৔‖ঽ ⋅�ܖͻ ԠR৐ ܕ৔[ঽ /৘]‖�ܖ✄
✂
 
✁
�হ⊗) ܕ�ঽ ,া )‖ ȡౡ�৘, ৙).�ܖͻ ԠR৐ �[ঽ /৘,া /৙]✄
✂
 
✁
�হ∼) ܕ[�� ]‖ ȡౡ[ౖ�].�ܖ ԠR৐ �[�� /ౖ �]✄
✂
 
✁
�হ Ƞ଩ଥ) ౡ Ƞ଩ଥ.ܕ৔⊝‖ Ƞ଩ଥܖͼ ԠR৐ ৔⊝ͻWhen polarities match pairwise. ͼEven if Ƞ଩ଥ occurs in ৔⊝.
✄
✂
 
✁
�౧→1 ) ܕ৕⊝‖ ৔+⋅৆ܖͻ ԠR৐ ๊৔+‖ ȡౡ৘.ܕ৕⊝‖৘⋅৆ܖ๋�౧→2 ) ܕ৕⊝‖ঽ ⋅৆⊝ܖͼ ԠR৐ ๊ౡౖ.ܕ৕⊝‖ঽ ⋅ౖܖ‖৆⊝๋✄
✂
 
✁
�౧⊗1 ) ܕ�৔+, ৕)‖৆+ܖͻ ԠR৐ ๊৔+‖ ȡౡ৘.ܕ�৘, ৕)‖৆+ܖ๋
✄
✂
 
✁
�౧⊗2 ) ܕ�ঽ , ৔+)‖৆+ܖͻ ԠR৐ ๊৔+‖ ȡౡ৙.ܕ�ঽ , ৙)‖৆+ܖ๋
✄
✂
 
✁
�౧∼) ܕ[৆⊝]‖৆+ܖͼ ԠR৐ ๊ౡ౗⊝.ܕ[౗⊝]‖৆+ܖ‖৆⊝๋ͻWhen ৔+ is not a value. ͼWhen ৆⊝ is not a stack.
(b) Reduction rules
�ব ȡౡ) ৆ ԠE৐ ȡౡ৘.ܕ৘‖৆ܖ�বౡ) ৔ ԠE৐ ౡౖ.ܕ৔‖ౖܖ�ব→) ৔⊝ ԠE৐ ౠ৘.ౡౖ.ܕ৔⊝‖৘⋅ౖܖ✄
✂
 
✁
�ব⊗) ৆+ ԠE৐ ȡౡ�৘, ৙).ܕ�৘, ৙)‖৆+ܖ✄
✂
 
✁
�ব∼) ৆+ ԠE৐ ȡౡ[ౖ].ܕ[ౖ]‖৆+ܖ✄
✂
 
✁
�ব Ƞ଩ଥ) � ԠE৐ ܕౡ Ƞ଩ଥ.�‖ Ƞ଩ଥܖ
(c) Expansion rules
঵,঴ ⩴ ন → ঩ ∣ ∀x঵ ∣ ⊥
✄
✂
 
✁
ষ ,স ⩴ ি�∈1,… , ∈ৎ) ∣ ন ⊗ ঩ ∣ ∃xষ ∣ ∼নন,঩ ⩴ ষ ∣ ঵
(d) “ormulae
¬ন ≝ {∼঵ if ন = ঵ষ → ⊥ if ন = ষ
(e) Negation
✄
✂
 
✁
ে ∶ন ⩴ ে+∶ষ ∣ ে⊝∶঵ for ে ѵ ‡৘, ౖ, ৔, ৆}ɵ = ৘⃗৉ ∶ ন⃗৉ , ɶ = ౖ⃗৊ ∶ ঩⃗৊ɵ ⊢ ৔ ∶ ন ∣ ɶ , ɵ ∣ ৆ ∶ ন ⊢ ɶ , � ∶ �ɵ ⊢ ɶ)
(f) Judgements
(̟⊢ ax)৘ ∶ ন ⊢ ৘ ∶ ন ∣ (̟ax ⊢)∣ ౖ ∶ ন ⊢ ౖ ∶ ন� ∶ �ɵ, ৘ ∶ ন ⊢ ɶ) ( ȡౡ ⊢)ɵ, ȡౡ৘.� ∶ ন ⊢ ɶ � ∶ �ɵ ⊢ ౖ ∶ ন,ɶ) (⊢ ౡ)ɵ ⊢ ౡౖ.� ∶ ন ∣ ɶɵ ⊢ ৔ ∶ ন ∣ ɶ ɵ༡ ∣ ৆ ∶ ন ⊢ ɶ༡̟ (cut)ܕ৔‖৆ܖ ∶ �ɵ, ɵ༡ ⊢ ɶ,ɶ༡)
(g) Identity
� ∶ �ɵ ⊢ ɶ)̟ (w ⊢)� ∶ �ɵ, ৘ ∶ ন ⊢ ɶ) � ∶ �ɵ, ৘ ∶ ন, ৙ ∶ ন ⊢ ɶ)̟ (c ⊢)�[৘/৙] ∶ �ɵ, ৘ ∶ ন ⊢ ɶ)� ∶ �ɵ ⊢ ɶ) (⊢ w)� ∶ �ɵ ⊢ ౖ ∶ ন,ɶ) � ∶ �ɵ ⊢ ౖ ∶ ন, ౗ ∶ ন,ɶ) (⊢ c)�[ౖ/౗] ∶ �ɵ ⊢ ౖ ∶ ন,ɶ)
and 8 similar rules with ৔ and ৆ replacing �.
(h) Structure
ɵ, ৘ ∶ ন ⊢ ৔ ∶ ঩ ∣ ɶ̟ (⊢ →)ɵ ⊢ ౠ৘.৔ ∶ ন → ঩ ∣ ɶ ɵ ⊢ ৔ ∶ ন ∣ ɶ ɵ༡ ∣ ৆ ∶ ঩ ⊢ ɶ༡̟ (→ ⊢)ɵ, ɵ༡ ∣ ৔⋅৆ ∶ ন → ঩ ⊢ ɶ,ɶ༡
✄
✂
 
✁
ɵ ⊢ ৔ ∶ ন ∣ ɶ ɵ༡ ⊢ ৕ ∶ ঩ ∣ ɶ༡ (⊢ ⊗)ɵ, ɵ༡ ⊢ �৔, ৕) ∶ ন⊗ ঩ ∣ ɶ,ɶ༡ ✄
✂
 
✁
� ∶ �ɵ, ৘ ∶ ন, ৙ ∶ ঩ ⊢ ɶ) (⊗ ⊢)ɵ ∣ ȡౡ�৘, ৙).� ∶ ন⊗ ঩ ⊢ ɶ
✄
✂
 
✁
ɵ ∣ ৆ ∶ ন ⊢ ɶ̟ (⊢ ∼)ɵ ⊢ [৆] ∶ ∼ন ∣ ɶ ✄
✂
 
✁
� ∶ �ɵ ⊢ ౖ ∶ ন,ɶ)̟ (∼ ⊢)ɵ ∣ ౡ[ౖ].� ∶ ∼ন ⊢ ɶɵ ⊢ ৔⊝ ∶ ঵ ∣ ɶ (⊢ ∀1)∗ɵ ⊢ ৔⊝ ∶ ∀x঵ ∣ ɶ ɵ ∣ ৆⊝ ∶ ঵[∈/x] ⊢ ɶ (∀1 ⊢)ɵ ∣ ৆⊝ ∶ ∀x঵ ⊢ ɶ
✄
✂
 
✁
ɵ ⊢ ৔+ ∶ ষ [∈/x] ∣ ɶ̟ (⊢ ∃)ɵ ⊢ ৔+ ∶ ∃xষ ∣ ɶ ✄✂  ✁ɵ ∣ ৆+ ∶ ষ ⊢ ɶ̟ (∃ ⊢)∗ɵ ∣ ৆+ ∶ ∃xষ ⊢ ɶ
✄
✂
 
✁
� ∶ �ɵ ⊢ ɶ) (⊢ ⊥)ɵ ⊢ ౡ Ƞ଩ଥ.� ∶ ⊥ ∣ ɶ (̟⊥ ⊢)ɵ ∣ Ƞ଩ଥ ∶ ⊥ ⊢ ɶ
(i) Logic (∗: x Ѷ fv�ɵ, ɶ))
Figure 3. The Lpol, Ƞ଩ଥ calculus (top) and its typing rules in sequent calculus (bottom)
Properties
Proposition 2 (Conࣿuence). The reduction→R৐ is conͣuent.
Proof. Because the reduction ԠR৐ is left-linear and has no criticalpairs (Nipkow [38]).
In Appendix A, we give a continuation-passing-style translation
of Lpol, Ƞ଩ଥ into a ౠ calculus with surjective pairs. We show that thetranslation preserves equivalence and simulates reduction. Thus:
Proposition 3 (Coherence). If ৘ and ৙ are two distinct polarised
variables, then ৘ ұRE৐ ৙.
In other words the calculus Lpol, Ƞ଩ଥ does not identify all proofs.
Proposition 4 (Strong normalisation). Typable commands of Lpol, Ƞ଩ଥ
are strongly→R -normalising.
Of course the normalisation result is of limited interest given that
our type system is inexpressive. Also, the orthogonality technique
(adapted to the polarised case [32, 6]) probably applies and gives
more elegant proofs.
Call-by-name delimited continuations / Saurin’s Λۣ The calcu-
lus Lpol, Ƞ଩ଥ restricted to fully negative terms corresponds to Herbelin
and”hilezan’s ౠౡ Ƞ଩ଥn calculus [19]. Herbelin and”hilezan show thatthe calculus ౠౡ Ƞ଩ଥn is in correspondence with the Λౡ calculus of De”roote and Saurin [11, 40]. (The Λౡ calculus is interesting because
Saurin showed that it satisࣾes a Böhm theorem.)
Shift0/Reset0 We can show that the calculus implements (a variantof) the operators Shift0/Reset0 [9, 41, 29]. (See M.-M. [33, SectionIV.4.3].)
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3. The involutive negation in natural deduction
In this section we introduce the ౠℓ calculus. The role of the ౠℓ
calculus is to show how the ౠ� calculus can be extended so as to
correspond to a natural deduction with an involutive negation. This
is why two constraints guided the design of the calculus:
1. Negation must be there as a connective;
2. There must be a clear distinction between quasi-proof terms and
terms that appear during the evaluation in a machine.
Quasi-proof terms of the ౠℓ calculus are deࣾned in “igure 4 (top),
together with a polarised predicate calculus in natural deduction.
This calculus extends the ౠ� calculus with a control operator ℓ
that reࣾnes the � operator. Both terms and stacks have polarities
determined by the function �; let us write ৔+, ৔⊝, �+ or �⊝ to referto a term or a stack of a given polarity.
In “igure 4 (middle) we deࣾne the evaluation of terms with a
machine that extends Krivine’s. Initial stacks are inࣾnitely many
constants ౖ, ౗ … that have a ࣾxed polarity.
Constraints 1. and 2. above prevail at times over simplicity. “or
instance, to ensure that we can statically determine a polarity for
each term, application is annotated with the expected polarity of the
result: �৔ ৕)+ or �৔ ৕)⊝
Note that an annotation ৔� is therefore a part of the grammar and
deࣾnes the term to be of polarity �. By contrast, the notation ৔� onlyasserts that ৔ has this polarity and is not part of the grammar. We
omit the annotation when it can be deduced from the context.
3.1 Negating a positive: polarised arrows
The negation of a positive formula ষ is given with ষ → ⊥. Let us
ࣾrst explain the polarised arrow. The arrow is in call by value, by
which we mean that in ৔ ৕, the argument ৕ is evaluated ࣾrst, when it
is not already a value:
✄
✂
 
✁
ܕ৔⊝ ৕+‖�ܖ ≻৐ ๊৕+‖ ȡౡ৘+.ܕ৔⊝‖৘+⋅�ܖ๋ if ৕+ is not a valueܕ৔⊝ ঽ ‖�ܖ ≻৐ ܕ৔⊝‖ঽ ⋅�ܖ
In particular, contexts of the type ন → ⊥, when captured by control
operators, are guaranteed to be stacks of the form ঽ ⋅� where ঽ is a
value.
Remark 5. In this context, polarisation means that given three terms:ɵ ⊢ ৔+ ∶ ষ , ɵ, ৘+ ∶ ষ ⊢ ৕⊝ ∶ ঵ , ɵ, ৙⊝ ∶ ঵ ⊢ ৖ ∶ ন
there are two ways of composing them:�ౠ৙⊝.৖) �ౠ৘+.৕⊝ ৔+)⊝ and �ౠ৘+.�ౠ৙⊝.৖)৕⊝) ৔+
which correspond to the following distinct behaviours:ܕ�ౠ৙⊝.৖) �ౠ৘+.৕⊝ ৔+)⊝‖�ܖ ≻∗৐ ܕ৖[�ౠ৘+.৕⊝ ৔+)⊝/৙⊝]‖�ܖܕ�ౠ৘+.�ౠ৙⊝.৖)৕⊝) ৔+‖�ܖ ≻∗৐ ๊৔+‖ ȡౡ৘+.ܕ�ౠ৙⊝.৖)৕⊝‖�ܖ๋
Thus, for lack of associativity of composition, the ౠℓ calculus
escapes from the following argument of category theory, which his-
torically opposed the existence of non-boolean categorical models
of classical logic: as it is well-known, a cartesian-closed category
never has a dualising object ⊥, that is to say satisfying the natural
isomorphism ⊥⊥ন Ҳ ন, unless it is a boolean algebra. This follows
more generally from the diﬃculty of interpreting negation in intu-
itionistic logic already: in a bi-cartesian-closed category, there is at
most one morphism from any object to the initial object [26, p.67].
But, lack of associativity is only characteristic of polarisation, as
we showed in M.-M. [34].
3.2 Falsity: delimited control
We assume that execution happens in a machine of the following
form:
✄
✂
 
✁
ܕ৔‖�ܖ‡�1⊝,… , �ৎ⊝}
where ౨ = �1⊝,… , �ৎ⊝ is a list of negative stacks. (As a consequence,the notation � ≻৐ �༡ is an abbreviation which denotes ∀౨, �‡౨} ≻৐�༡‡౨}.)
The list ౨ interacts with control operators: we shall see that
the ନଚଣଙ operator lets it grow whereas the operator ℓ lets it shrink.
Compared to the � operator, the ℓ operator prefers to grab the nearest
stack in the list ౨ to install it as the new context, instead of installing
the stack ନ଩ତଥ from the ౠ� calculus. We can think of ౨ as a list of
exception handlers, with terms of type ⊥ being handled by raising
an exception.
3.3 Inspectable stacks
The constants ফ→, ফ∀5 and ফ⊥ let us access the components of aninspectable stack:
✄
✂
 
✁
ফ→ ∶ ∼�ন → ঩) → ন⊗ ∼঩ফ∀ ∶ ∼�∀৘ন) → ∃৘∼নফ⊥ ∶ ∼⊥ → ন → নܕফ→‖[ঽ ⋅�1]⋅�2ܖ ≻৐ ܕ�ঽ , [�1])‖�2ܖܕফ∀‖[�1]⋅�2ܖ ≻৐ ܕ[�1]‖�2ܖܕফ⊥‖[�⊝]⋅৔⋅�༡ܖ ≻৐ ܕ৔‖�༡ܖ‡�⊝}
Also, a captured stack can be positive, which gives a value of the
positive type ∼ষ . However it has no accessor.
Example 6. We can combine ফ∀ and ফ→ to get a proof of:¬∀x�ন → ঵) → ∃x �ন ⊗ ¬঵)
Take ঩ = ঵ in the following:ফ∀→ ∶ ∼∀x�ন → ঩) → ∃x �ন ⊗ ∼঩)ফ∀→ ≝ ౠ৘+.ଡଚ଩ ৙+�ଚফ∀ ৘+ ଞଣফ→ ৙+ܕফ∀→‖[ঽ ⋅�]⋅�+ܖ‡౨} ≻∗৐ ܕ�ঽ , [�])‖�+ܖ‡౨}
The immediateness of the operation is in sharp contrast with
its homologue of the ౠ� calculus given in the introduction. The
essential diࣽerence is that ফ∀→ accesses the components of a stackwhich is already captured, whereas the term of the ౠ� calculus
contains two control operators.
Example 7. We can combine ফ→ and ফ⊥ to obtain a proof inparticular of ¬¬ষ → ষ (take ন = ষ ):ফ¬ ∶ ∼�ন → ⊥) → নফ¬ ≝ ౠ৘+.ଡଚ଩ �৙�, ৚+)�ଚফ→ ৘+ ଞଣ �ফ⊥ ৚+৙�)�ܕফ¬‖[ঽ� ⋅�⊝]⋅�༡�ܖ‡౨} ≻∗৐ ܕঽ� ‖�༡�ܖ‡�⊝, ౨}
The term ফ¬ keeps �⊝ at the head of the list ౨. A variant erases �⊝:ফ༡¬ ∶ ∼�ন → ⊥) → নফ༡¬ ≝ ౠ৘+.ଡଚ଩ �৙� , ৚+)�ଚফ→ ৘+ ଞଣ ৙�ܕফ༡¬‖[ঽ� ⋅�⊝]⋅�༡�ܖ‡౨} ≻∗৐ ܕঽ� ‖�༡�ܖ‡౨}
But ফ¬, and not ফ༡¬, will take part in the isomorphism ¬¬ষ Ҳ ষ .
5 The behaviour of ফ∀ seems trivial because it corresponds to a sub-typingrelation ∼�∀৘ন) <∶ ∃৘∼ন. Thus the examples that follow would be even
simpler if we took the trouble of introducing a notion of sub-typing.
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✄✂
 
✁
… : Main additions to Figure 1.
� ⩴ + ∣ ⊝৔, ৕ ⩴ ৘� ∣ ౠ৘.৔ ∣ �৔⊝ ৕)� ∣ ✄✂  ✁ଡଚ଩ ৘+�ଚ ৔+ ଞଣ ৕ ∣
✄
✂
 
✁
�৔, ৕) ∣ ଡଚ଩ �৘, ৙) �ଚ ৔+ ଞଣ ৕ ∣ ନଚଣଙ ∣ ℓ ∣ ফ→ ∣ ফ⊥ ∣ ফ∀৔� ∶ term ৔ such that��৔) = � ѵ ‡+,⊝}
(a) Quasi-proof terms (� is removed)
৔ ��৔)ଡଚ଩ … ଞଣ ৕ ��৕)৘� , �৔৕)� �ౠ৘.৔ , ନଚଣଙ , ℓ , ফ→ , ফ⊥ , ফ∀ ⊝�৔, ৕) +
(b) Polarity��৔) ѵ ‡+,⊝} of quasi-proof terms
“ormulae:
as in Figures 3d and 3e.
✄
✂
 
✁
৘ ∶ ন ⩴ ৘+ ∶ ষ ∣ ৘⊝ ∶ ঵ɵ = ৘⃗৉ ∶ ন⃗৉ɵ ⊢ ৔+ ∶ ষ , ɵ ⊢ ৔⊝ ∶ ঵
(c) Judgements
(̟ax)ɵ, ৘ ∶ ন ⊢ ৘ ∶ ন ✄
✂
 
✁
ɵ ⊢ ৔+ ∶ ষ ɵ, ৘+ ∶ ষ ⊢ ৕ ∶ ঩̟ (let)ɵ ⊢ ଡଚ଩ ৘+�ଚ ৔+ ଞଣ ৕ ∶ ঩ɵ, ৘ ∶ ন ⊢ ৔ ∶ ঩̟ (→৉)ɵ ⊢ ౠ৘.৔ ∶ ন → ঩ ɵ ⊢ ৔ ∶ ন → ঩ ɵ ⊢ ৕ ∶ ন (→৆ , � = ��঩))ɵ ⊢ �৔⊝ ৕)� ∶ ঩
✄
✂
 
✁
ɵ ⊢ ৔ ∶ ন ɵ ⊢ ৕ ∶ ঩ (⊗৉)ɵ ⊢ �৔, ৕) ∶ ন⊗ ঩ ✄
✂
 
✁
ɵ ⊢ ৔+ ∶ ন⊗ ঩ ɵ, ৘ ∶ ন, ৙ ∶ ঩ ⊢ ৕ ∶ প (⊗৆)ɵ ⊢ ଡଚ଩ �৘, ৙) �ଚ ৔+ ଞଣ ৕ ∶ পɵ ⊢ ৔⊝ ∶ ঵̟ (∀৉)∗ɵ ⊢ ৔⊝ ∶ ∀x঵ ɵ ⊢ ৔⊝ ∶ ∀x ঵̟ (∀৆)ɵ ⊢ ৔⊝ ∶ ঵[∈/x]
✄
✂
 
✁
ɵ ⊢ ৔+ ∶ ষ [∈/x]̟ (∃৉)ɵ ⊢ ৔+ ∶ ∃৘ষ ✄✂
 
✁
ɵ ⊢ ৔+ ∶ ∃xষ ɵ, ৘+ ∶ ষ ⊢ ৕ ∶ ন (∃৆)∗ɵ ⊢ ଡଚ଩ ৘+�ଚ ৔+ ଞଣ ৕ ∶ ন
✄
✂
 
✁
ℓ ∶ �ন → ⊥) → ∼ন , ନଚଣଙ ∶ ∼ন → �ন → ⊥) ,ফ⊥ ∶ ∼⊥ → ন → ন , ফ→ ∶ ∼�ন → ঩) → ন⊗ ∼঩ , ফ∀ ∶ ∼∀৘঵ → ∃৘∼঵∗: x Ѷ fv�ɵ, ন). (d) Rules
✄
✂
 
✁
ফ∀→ ≝ ౠ৘+.ଡଚ଩ ৙+�ଚফ∀ ৘+ ଞଣফ→ ৙+
∶ ∼∀x�ন → ঩) → ∃x �ন ⊗ ∼঩)
✄
✂
 
✁
ফ¬ ≝ ౠ৘+.ଡଚ଩ �৙�, ৚+)�ଚফ→ ৘+ ଞଣ �ফ⊥ ৚+৙�)�
∶ ∼�ন → ⊥) → ন� ≝ ౠ৘⊝.ଡଚ଩ �৙�, ৚+)�ଚফ→ℓ_.৘⊝ ଞଣ ৙�
∶ ⊥ → ন
✄
✂
 
✁
ব ≝ ౠ৘.ℓ৙⊝.�৙⊝৘)⊝
∶ ন → ∼�ন → ⊥)
✄
✂
 
✁
� ≝ ౠ৘⊝.�ফ¬ℓ৙⊝.�৘⊝ �ℓ৙⊝)+))
∶ �∼ন → ⊥) → ন� ≝ ౠ৘⊝.ଡଚ଩ �৙, ৚+)�ଚফ→ �ℓ৘⊝)+ ଞଣ ৙
∶ ��ন → ⊥) → ⊥) → ন
(e) Derived terms (notation ℓ৘.৔⊝ ≝ �ℓ ౠ৘.৔⊝)+)
৔ ⩴ … ∣ ✄
✂
 
✁
[�] ∣ ଟ�+৔ Ӵ✄
✂
 
✁
ঽ ,া ⩴ ৔⊝ ∣ ৘+ ∣ �ঽ ,া ) ∣ [�]� ⩴ ౖ� ∣ ঽ ⋅� ∣ ✄
✂
 
✁
ȡౡ৘+.� ∣ ȡౡ�৘, ৙).�
(f) Terms, values and stacks
� ⩴ ܕ৔⊝‖�⊝ܖ ∣ ✄✂  ✁ܕ৔+‖�+ܖ্ ⩴✄
✂
 
✁
�‡౨}౨ ⩴ ⋅ ∣ �⊝, ౨
(g) Commands and machines
৔ ��৔)ଟ�+ ⊝[�] +
� ���)ౖ⊝ , ঽ ⋅� ⊝ౖ+ , ȡౡ৘+.� , ȡౡ�৘, ৙).� +
(h) Polarity��৔),���) ѵ ‡+,⊝} of terms and stacks
ܕ�৔⊝ ৕)� ‖��ܖ‡౨} ≻৐ {ܕ৔⊝‖ঽ ⋅��ܖ‡౨} if ৕ = ঽ๊৕‖ ȡౡ৘+.ܕ৔⊝‖৘+⋅��ܖ๋‡౨} otherwiseܕౠ৘.৔‖ঽ ⋅�ܖ‡౨} ≻৐ ܕ৔[ঽ /৘]‖�ܖ‡౨} ܕℓ‖৔⊝⋅�+ܖ‡�⊝, ౨} ≻৐ ܕ৔⊝‖ ଟ�+ ⋅�⊝ܖ‡౨}ܕଡଚ଩ ৑ �ଚ ৔+ ଞଣ ৕‖�ܖ‡౨} ≻৐ ๊৔+‖ ȡౡ৑.ܕ৕‖�ܖ๋‡౨} ܕଟ�+ ‖�ܖ‡౨} ≻৐ ܕ[�]‖�+ܖ‡౨}ܕঽ+‖ ȡౡ৘+.�ܖ‡౨} ≻৐ �[ঽ+/৘+]‡౨} ܕନଚଣଙ‖[�� ]⋅৔� ⋅�༡⊝ܖ‡౨} ≻৐ ܕ৔� ‖��ܖ‡�༡⊝, ౨}ܕ�৔+, ৕)‖�ܖ‡౨} ≻৐ ๊৔+‖ ȡౡ৘+.ܕ�৘+, ৕)‖�ܖ๋‡౨} if ৔+ ≠ ঽ ܕফ→‖[ঽ ⋅�]⋅�+ܖ‡౨} ≻৐ ܕ�ঽ , [�])‖�+ܖ‡౨}ܕ�ঽ , ৔+)‖�ܖ‡౨} ≻৐ ๊৔+‖ ȡౡ৘+.ܕ�ঽ , ৘+)‖�ܖ๋‡౨} if ৔+ ≠ ঽ ܕফ⊥‖[�⊝]⋅৔� ⋅�༡�ܖ‡౨} ≻৐ ܕ৔� ‖�༡�ܖ‡�⊝, ౨}ܕ�ঽ ,া )‖ ȡౡ�৘, ৙).�ܖ‡౨} ≻৐ �[ঽ /৘,া /৙]‡౨} ܕফ∀‖ঽ ⋅�༡ܖ‡౨} ≻৐ ܕঽ ‖�༡ܖ‡౨}
(i) Reductions
�৔⊝ ৕)� ≝ ౡౖ�.ܕ৔⊝‖৕⋅ౖ�ܖ ℓ ≝ ౠ৘⊝.ౡౖ+.ܕ৘⊝‖ ଟౖ+⋅ Ƞ଩ଥܖଡଚ଩ ৘+�ଚ ৔+ ଞଣ ৕� ≝ ౡౖ�.๊৔+‖ ȡౡ৘+.ܕ৕� ‖ౖ�ܖ๋ ফ→ ≝ ౠ[ౖ⊝].ౡ౗+.๊ౠ৘.ౡౘ.ܕ�৘, [ౘ])‖౗+ܖ‖ౖ⊝๋ଡଚ଩ �৘, ৙) �ଚ ৔+ ଞଣ ৕� ≝ ౡౖ�.๊৔+‖ ȡౡ�৘, ৙).ܕ৕� ‖ౖ�ܖ๋ ফ⊥ ≝ ౠ[ౖ⊝].ౠ৘.ౡ౗.๊ౡ Ƞ଩ଥ.ܕ৘‖౗ܖ‖ౖ⊝๋ନଚଣଙ ≝ ౠ[ౖ�].ౠ৘�.ౡ Ƞ଩ଥ.ܕ৘� ‖ౖ�ܖ ফ∀ ≝ ౠ[ౖ].[ౖ]
where ౠ[ౖ].৔ ≝ ౠ৘.ౡ౗.๊৘‖ ȡౡ[ౖ].ܕ৔‖౗ܖ๋
(j) Solving quasi-proof termsଟ৆+ ≝ ౡౖ.ܕ[ౖ]‖৆+ܖ �‡} ≝ �ౖ� ≝ ౖ� (free) �‡�1⊝,… , �ৎ⊝} ≝ ܕౡ Ƞ଩ଥ.�‖�1⊝ܖ‡�2⊝,… , �ৎ⊝}
(k) Solving terms, stack constants and machines
Figure 4. The ౠℓ calculus and its typing rules (top) ̟ Its abstract machine (middle) ̟ Deࣾnition of its constructs in Lpol, Ƞ଩ଥ (bottom)
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3.4 Capturing and installing stacks
”iven a captured stack [�], the stack is re-installed as the context of
another term ৔ by the constant ନଚଣଙ:ܕନଚଣଙ‖[�]⋅৔⋅�༡⊝ܖ‡౨} ≻৐ ܕ৔‖�ܖ‡�༡⊝, ౨}
In other words, the constant ନଚଣଙ converts a captured stack into a
continuation : ✄
✂
 
✁
ନଚଣଙ ∶ ∼ন → ন → ⊥
The stack �༡⊝, supposedly of type ⊥ according to the type of ନଚଣଙ, isadded on top of ౨.
The operator responsible for the apparition of inspectable stacks
is ℓ : ✄
✂
 
✁
ℓ ∶ �ন → ⊥) → ∼ন
The notation ℓ৘.৔⊝ stands for �ℓౠ৘.৔⊝)+. It evaluates ৔⊝ until ৘comes in head position, that is to say in front of a stack �. When
this happens, the operator ℓ captures � and supplies the inspectable
stack [�] to the context where ℓ was applied. Last, the operator ℓ
falls back to the head of the list ౨ in case ৔⊝ returns without using৘.6
This operation is formally described by introducing the ଟ operator.
The operator ℓ saves in ଟ the context �+ in which ℓ is applied, andinstalls the head �⊝ as the new context:ܕℓ‖ ৔⊝⋅�+ܖ‡�⊝, ౨} ≻৐ ܕ৔⊝‖ ଟ�+ ⋅�⊝ܖ‡౨}
Once the operator ଟ�+ comes in head position, it captures the stackand restores the context �+:ܕଟ�+ ‖�ܖ‡౨} ≻৐ ܕ[�]‖�+ܖ‡౨}
Example 8. Using ℓ, we derive an operator � (abort) which inter-
prets the rule Ex Falso Quodlibet:� ∶ ⊥ → ন� ≝ ౠ৘⊝.ଡଚ଩ �৙�, ৚+)�ଚফ→ℓ_.৘⊝ ଞଣ ৙�ܕ�‖ ৔⊝⋅�ܖ‡�༡⊝, ౨} ≻∗৐ ܕ৔⊝‖�༡⊝ܖ‡౨}
Example 9. By combining ౠ৘৙.৙৘ ∶ ন → ��ন → ⊥) → ⊥) with ℓ
we obtain a proof of ষ → ¬¬ষ (take ন = ষ ):ব ∶ ন → ∼�ন → ⊥)ব ≝ ౠ৘.ℓ৙⊝.�৙⊝৘)⊝ܕব ‖ঽ ⋅�+ܖ‡�⊝, ౨} ≻∗৐ ܕ[ঽ ⋅�⊝]‖�+ܖ‡౨}
Example 10. We obtain the elimination of double negation ¬¬঵ →঵ as follows (take ন = ঵):� ∶ �∼ন → ⊥) → ন� ≝ ౠ৘⊝.�ফ¬ℓ৙⊝.�৘⊝ �ℓ৙⊝)+))ܕ� ‖৔⊝⋅�ܖ‡�༡⊝, �༢⊝, ౨} ≻∗৐ ܕ৔⊝‖[�]⋅�༡⊝ܖ‡�༢⊝, ౨}
The � operator is a variant of the � operator that supplies the context
under the form of an inspectable stack, rather than a continuation.
3.5 Translating ۢℓ in Lpol, ̂��
Like for the ౠ� calculus, we can deࣾne the operations of the calculus
in the calculus Lpol, Ƞ଩ଥ by solving the reduction rules as explained inSection 2.2. In addition to the deࣾnitions in “igure 4 (bottom), stack
constants of the ౠℓ calculus are interpreted by free co-variables of
Lpol, Ƞ଩ଥ.7 These deࣾnitions induce a translation of ౠℓ into Lpol, Ƞ଩ଥ, whichis deࣾned by induction. We identify elements of ౠℓ to their image
in Lpol, Ƞ଩ଥ.
6 This explains why Murthy’s computational interpretation of LC must eval-
uate ̧under the ౠ-abstraction̨ [37]. Murthy was in fact describing the beha-
viour of a ℓ-like operator, rather than a ౠ-abstracttion.
7 Interpreting such stack constants as open variables goes back to Hofmann
and Streicher [20].
Remark 11. Like the quasi-proofs of ౠ� (with respect to Ȣౠౡ ȡౡ� ),quasi-proofs of ౠℓ form a compositional sub-language of terms of
Lpol, Ƞ଩ଥ that have no free co-variable.
We easily show:
Proposition 12 (Simulation). If ্ ≻৐ ্༡ for two machines ্ and্༡ of the calculus ౠℓ, then ্ →+R৐ ্༡ in the calculus Lpol, Ƞ଩ଥ.
Proposition 13. If one has ɵ ⊢ ৔ ∶ ন in natural deduction, then one
has ɵ ⊢ ৔ ∶ ন ∣ in sequent calculus.
Consequently:
Proposition 14 (Normalisation). If ৔ is a typable term of ౠℓ, then
the machine ܕ৔‖ౖ0ܖ‡ౖ⊝1 ,… , ౖ⊝ৎ } normalises (because it is a typable
command of Lpol, Ƞ଩ଥ).
Deﬁnition 15. In ౠℓ, we deࣾne the compatible equivalence relationҵ৐ between quasi-proof terms with:৔ ҵ৐ ৕ def⟺৔ ҰRE৐ ৕
“or instance, one can show:ℓ ҵ৐ ౠ৘⊝.�� ౠ৙+.�৘⊝ �ନଚଣଙ ৙+�� ౠ৚+.৚+))))
In other words we can obtain ℓ from � . Interestingly, however, we
could not derive the type ℓ ∶ �ন → ⊥) → ∼ন from the one of � .
Thuswe have to takeℓ (positive negation introduction) as a primitive
rather than � (double negation elimination).
“inally, following from Proposition 3 we have:
Proposition 16 (Coherence). If ৘ and ৙ are two distinct polarised
variables, then ৘ Ҷ৐ ৙.
4. Negation is involutive in ۢℓ and Lpol, ̂��
In terms of the equivalences ҰRE৐on Lpol, Ƞ଩ଥ and ҵ৐ on ౠℓ, we canprove that there are isomorphisms of type ¬¬ন Ҳ ন for both ন
positive and negative. Due to lack of associativity of composition
when ন and ঩ do not have the same polarity, we ask that ন Ҳ ঩ is
deࣾned only when they have the same polarity.
Deﬁnition 17. Two types (or formulae) ন and ঩ are isomorphic if
they have the same polarity and there exist two terms:৘ ∶ ন ⊢ ��৘) ∶ ঩ and ৙ ∶ ঩ ⊢ ��৙) ∶ ন
with:ଡଚ଩ ৙ �ଚ ��৘) ଞଣ ��৙) Ұ ৘ and ଡଚ଩ ৘ �ଚ��৙) ଞଣ ��৘) Ұ ৙
In this case we write ন Ҳ�,� ঩.In the calculus Lpol, Ƞ଩ଥ, we takeҰ = ҰRE৐ above. In the ౠℓ calculus,we take Ұ = ҵ৐. In the latter case, notice that terms must be quasi-proofs since only quasi-proofs are derivable in natural deduction.
Proposition 18 (ষ Ҳ ¬¬ষ ). One takes, referring to the terms from
Examples 7 and 9 (also de͢ned in Figure 4e):�+�৘+) ≝ �ব ৘+)+�+�৙+) ≝ �ফ¬ ৙+)+
In Lpol, Ƞ଩ଥ and ౠℓ, one has ষ Ҳ�+ ,�+ ∼�ষ → ⊥).
Proposition 19 (঵ Ҳ ¬¬঵). We de͢ne, referring to the term from
Example 10 (also de͢ned in Figure 4e):�⊝�৘⊝) ≝ ౠ৙+.�ନଚଣଙ ৙+৘⊝)⊝�⊝�৙⊝) ≝ �� ৙⊝)⊝
In Lpol, Ƞ଩ଥ and ౠℓ, one has঵ Ҳ�⊝ ,�⊝ ∼঵ → ⊥.
The proofs are detailed in Appendix B.
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5. Conclusion
The calculi Lpol, Ƞ଩ଥ and ౠℓ are shaped by a special constraint, thatof having two readings: as proof systems and as programming lan-
guages. But we do not believe that they should be regarded as mere
proof of concept, because the various ideas that they synchretise can
be taken separately. “or instance, it should be possible to restrict the
calculi Lpol, Ƞ଩ଥ and ౠℓ into direct-style languages for the more generalCall-by-Push-Value models [28].
Also, relaxing an equality ¬¬ন = ন into an isomorphism as
we do appears to be closely related to Melliès’s dialogue chiralit-
ies [30]. But, if the simpler-to-manage strict involution is desired
in a proof theoretic context, then it is certainly possible to recover
a notion of quasi-proofs from the one we presented. Notably, it re-
mains to see how much classical realisability results can be made
simpler by using a setting where polarities are ࣾrst-class. But to my
surprise, the distinction between continuations and inspectable con-
texts seems to also have some importance in the formulae-as-types
interpretation of ”ödel’s Dialectica translation from the same pro-
ceedings (Pédrot [39], private communication).
The making of this article is the story of how to avoid use-
less complexity in the calculi and systems we introduce, which are
already quite complex. It seems essential for this to use an L calculus
as an intermediate language in which program constructs are deࣾned
abstractly by their transition rules. Thus, ”entzen’s discovery that se-
quent calculus is easier to reason about than natural deduction [14]
reࣿects in term calculi.
“inally, high-level access to the stacks is an interesting and nat-
ural feature of delimited control operators, but it does not seem to be
very developed in the programming languages literature.
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A. Coherence
We deࣾne a CPS translation for the calculus Lpol, Ƞ଩ଥ that simulates thereduction and preserves equivalences. We deduce that ҰRE৐ and ҵ৐do not identify all the terms.
A.1 The target of the CPS translation
The target of the CPS translation is the call-by-name ౠ calculus with
pairs considered by Herbelin and ”hilezan [19].
✄
✂
 
✁
঴,঵ ⩴ ৘ ∣ ౠ৘.঴ ∣ ঴ ঵ ∣ �঴,঵) ∣ଡଚ଩ ৘ �ଚ঴ ଞଣ঵ ∣ ଡଚ଩ �৘, ৙) �ଚ঴ ଞଣ঵
The calculus comes with the following reductions and expansions:�ౠ৘.঴)঵ ԠRౠ ঴[঵/৘]ଡଚ଩ ৘ �ଚ঴ ଞଣ঵ ԠRౠ ঵[঴/৘]ଡଚ଩ �৘, ৙) �ଚ �঴,঴༡) ଞଣ঵ ԠRౠ ঵[঴/৘,঴༡/৙]ভ [ଡଚ଩ �৘, ৙) �ଚ঴ ଞଣ঵] ԠRౠ ଡଚ଩ �৘, ৙) �ଚ঴ ଞଣ ভ [঵]
where ভ [ ] ⩴ [ ]঴ ∣ ଡଚ଩ ৘ �ଚ [ ] ଞଣ঴ ∣ ଡଚ଩ �৘, ৙) �ଚ [ ] ଞଣ঴঴ ԠEౠ ౠ৘.঴ ৘঴ ԠEౠ ଡଚ଩ �৘, ৙) �ଚ঴ ଞଣ �৘, ৙)
This calculus does not identify all terms.
Proposition 20. We have ৘ ұREౠ ৙ for any pair of distinct variables৘ and ৙.
Proof. We consider the more standard ౠ calculus with surjective
pairs which is the ౠ calculus extendedwith pairs �঴,঵), projectionsଛନ଩�঴) and ନଣଙ�঴) and rules:ଛନ଩�঴,঵) ԠౠSP ঴ନଣଙ�঴,঵) ԠౠSP ঵঴ ԠౠSP �ଛନ଩�঴), ନଣଙ�঴))
It is easy to see that the following deࣾnition:ଡଚ଩ �৘, ৙) �ଚ঴ ଞଣ঵ ≝ �ౠ৚.�ౠ৘.ౠ৙.঵) ଛନ଩�৚) ନଣଙ�৚))঴
induces a translation from Herbelin-”hilezan’s ౠ calculus with pairs
into the ౠ calculus with surjective pairing that preserves equival-
ences. We conclude ৘ ұREౠ ৙, since we have ৘ ұౠSP ৙ (see forinstance Støvring [42]).
A.2 One-pass CPS translation
We deࣾne in “igure 5 the CPS translation of the calculus Lpol, Ƞ଩ଥinto Herbelin-”hilezan’s ౠ calculus with pairs. We assume that৘+, ৘⊝, ౖ+, ౖ⊝, ো… (including co-variables) represent distinct sub-
sets of variables of the ౠ calculus with pairs.
A value or a stack is translated into a ౠ-term. A negative term
or a positive context is translated into a linear function from ౠ-terms
into ౠ-terms (notation�,�). By linear we mean the naive (syntactic)
notion based on counting occurrences, which simply ensures that the
translation hides no duplication or erasure of source terms.
Then, a positive term or a negative context is translated into a lin-
ear functional from the previous functions �,� into ౠ-terms. Then
the command is translated into the application of the linear func-
tional to the linear function. Thus, the continuation corresponding
to a positive term is immediately applied, whereas the one for the
negative term is passed.
cϿsܓܕ৔+‖৆+ܖܔ ≝ cϿs+ܓ৔+ܔ�cϿs⊝ܓ৆+ܔ)
cϿsܓܕ৔⊝‖৆⊝ܖܔ ≝ cϿs+ܓ৆⊝ܔ�cϿs⊝ܓ৔⊝ܔ)
This formulationwith functionals is a reformulation of one-pass CPS
transforms as introduced by Danvy and “ilinski [10].
Lemma 21. Let �ে , ౟) be a pair of a value and a variable or of a
stack and a co-variable, with ে and ౟ of the same polarity. We writeܓেܔ = valVܓেܔ or ܓেܔ = valπܓেܔ depending on the case. For
any command �, any term or context ৈ, any context ৆, any value ঽ ,
any stack �, and any ౠ-term ৕, one has:
cϿsܓ�ܔ[ܓেܔ/౟] →∗Rౠ cϿsܓ�[ে/౟]ܔ
cϿs+ܓৈܔ��)[ܓেܔ/౟] →∗Rౠ cϿs+ܓৈ[ে/౟]ܔ��)
where � ∶঴ ↦ ��঴)[ܓেܔ/౟]
cϿs⊝ܓৈܔ�঴)[ܓেܔ/౟] →∗Rౠ cϿs⊝ܓৈ[ে/౟]ܔ�঴[ܓেܔ/౟])
valVܓঽ ܔ[ܓেܔ/౟] →∗Rౠ valVܓঽ [ে/౟]ܔ
valπܓ�ܔ[ܓেܔ/౟] →∗Rౠ valπܓ�[ে/౟]ܔ
Proof. By induction on the deࣾnition of the translation.
Case valVܓ৘+ܔ. If ৘+ ≠ ౟ one has valVܓ৘+ܔ[ܓেܔ/౟] = ৘+[ে/౟];otherwise one has:
valVܓ৘+ܔ[ܓেܔ/৘+] = ৘+[ܓেܔ/৘+] = ܓেܔ
One concludes with ে = ৘+[ে/৘+] using the hypothesis that ে and৘+ have the same polarity. Case valπܓౖ⊝ܔ. Same reasoning. Case
cϿs⊝ܓ৘⊝ܔ�঴). By hypothesis, ে is a term of the same polarity as৘⊝. Thus we have:ܓেܔ = valVܓেܔ = ౠো.cϿs⊝ܓেܔ�ো)
Hence:
cϿs⊝ܓ৘⊝ܔ�঴)[ܓেܔ/৘⊝] = �ౠো.cϿs⊝ܓেܔ�ো))঴[ܓেܔ/৘⊝]ԠRౠ cϿs⊝ܓেܔ�঴[ܓেܔ/৘⊝])
Case cϿs⊝ܓౖ+ܔ�঴). Same reasoning. The remaining cases are easilydeduced from induction hypothesis.
Lemma 22.
1. “or any �, �༡ such that � ԠR৐ �༡, one has:
cϿsܓ�ܔ →+Rౠ cϿsܓ�༡ܔ
2. “or any ৔⊝, one has:
cϿs⊝ܓౡ Ƞ଩ଥ.ܕ৔⊝‖ Ƞ଩ଥܖܔ�঴) ԠRౠ cϿs⊝ܓ৔⊝ܔ�঴)
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cϿsܓܕ৔+ ‖৆+ܖܔ ≝ cϿs+ܓ৔+ܔ�cϿs⊝ܓ৆+ܔ) cϿsܓܕ৔⊝ ‖৆⊝ܖܔ ≝ cϿs+ܓ৆⊝ܔ�cϿs⊝ܓ৔⊝ܔ)
(a) cϿsܓ⋅ܔ ∶ � → ঴
cϿs⊝ܓ৘⊝ܔ�঴) ≝ ৘⊝঴ cϿs⊝ܓౖ+ܔ�঴) ≝ ౖ+঴
cϿs⊝ܓౡౖ⊝.�ܔ�঴) ≝ ଡଚ଩ ౖ⊝�ଚ঴ ଞଣ cϿsܓ�ܔ cϿs⊝ܓ ȡౡ৘+.�ܔ�঴) ≝ ଡଚ଩ ৘+�ଚ঴ ଞଣ cϿsܓ�ܔ
cϿs⊝ܓౠ৘.৔ܔ�঴) ≝ ଡଚ଩ �৘, ো) �ଚ঴ ଞଣ cϿs⊝ܓ৔ܔ�ো) cϿs⊝ܓ ȡౡ�৘, ৙).�ܔ�঴) ≝ ଡଚ଩ �৘, ৙) �ଚ঴ ଞଣ cϿsܓ�ܔ
cϿs⊝ܓౡ Ƞ଩ଥ.�ܔ�঴) ≝ cϿsܓ�ܔ঴ cϿs⊝ܓ ȡౡ[ౖ].�ܔ�঴) ≝ ଡଚ଩ ౖ �ଚ঴ ଞଣ cϿsܓ�ܔ
cϿs⊝ܓ৔+ܔ�঴) ≝ cϿs+ܓ৔+ܔ��) where � ∶ ঵ ↦঴঵ cϿs⊝ܓ৆⊝ܔ�঴) ≝ cϿs+ܓ৆⊝ܔ��) where � ∶ ঵ ↦঴঵
(b) cϿs⊝ܓ⋅ܔ ∶ ৔ ∪ ৆ → ঴ →঴
cϿs+ܓঽ+ܔ��) ≝ ��valVܓঽ+ܔ)
cϿs+ܓౡౖ+.�ܔ��) ≝ ଡଚ଩ ౖ+�ଚ ౠো.��ো) ଞଣ cϿsܓ�ܔ
cϿs+ܓ�৔+, ৕)ܔ��)ͻ ≝ cϿs+ܓ৔+ܔ��) where � ∶঴ ↦ ଡଚ଩ ৘+�ଚ঴ ଞଣ cϿs+ܓ�৘+, ৕)ܔ��)
cϿs+ܓ�ঽ , ৔+)ܔ��)ͻ ≝ cϿs+ܓ৔+ܔ��) where � ∶঴ ↦ ଡଚ଩ ৘+�ଚ঴ ଞଣ cϿs+ܓ�ঽ , ৘+)ܔ��)
cϿs+ܓ[৆⊝]ܔ��)ͼ ≝ cϿs+ܓ৆⊝ܔ��) where � ∶঴ ↦ ଡଚ଩ ౖ⊝�ଚ঴ ଞଣ cϿs+ܓ[ౖ⊝]ܔ��)
cϿs+ܓ�⊝ܔ��) ≝ ��valπܓ�⊝ܔ)
cϿs+ܓ ȡౡ৘⊝.�ܔ��) ≝ ଡଚ଩ ৘⊝�ଚ ౠো.��ো) ଞଣ cϿsܓ�ܔ
cϿs+ܓ৔+⋅৆ܔ��)ͻ ≝ cϿs+ܓ৔+ܔ��) where � ∶঴ ↦ ଡଚ଩ ৘+�ଚ঴ ଞଣ cϿs+ܓ৘+⋅৆ܔ��)
cϿs+ܓঽ ⋅৆⊝ܔ��)ͼ ≝ cϿs+ܓ৆⊝ܔ��) where � ∶঴ ↦ ଡଚ଩ ౖ⊝�ଚ঴ ଞଣ cϿs+ܓঽ ⋅ౖ⊝ܔ��)
cϿs+ܓ Ƞ଩ଥܔ��) ≝ ౠো.��ো)ͻIf ৔+ is not a value. ͼIf ৆⊝ is not a stack.
(c) cϿs+ܓ⋅ܔ ∶ ৔+ ∪ ৆⊝ → �঴ →঴) → ঴
valVܓ৘+ܔ ≝ ৘+
valVܓ�ঽ , ঽ ༡)ܔ ≝ �valVܓঽ ܔ,valVܓঽ ༡ܔ)
valVܓ[�]ܔ ≝ valπܓ�ܔ
valVܓ৔⊝ܔ ≝ ౠো.cϿs⊝ܓ৔⊝ܔ�ো)
(d) valVܓ⋅ܔ ∶ ঽ → ঴
valπܓౖ⊝ܔ ≝ ౖ⊝
valπܓঽ ⋅�ܔ ≝ �valVܓঽ ܔ,valπܓ�ܔ)
valπܓ৆+ܔ ≝ ౠো.cϿs⊝ܓ৆+ܔ�ো)
(e) valπܓ⋅ܔ ∶ � → ঴
Figure 5. One-pass CPS translation of Lpol, Ƞ଩ଥ
3. “or any terms or contexts ে, ে ༡ such that ে ԠE৐ ে ༡, one has:
cϿs⊝ܓেܔ�঴) ҰREౠ cϿs⊝ܓে ༡ܔ�঴)
4. “or any positive terms or negative contexts ে, ে ༡ such that ে ԠE৐ে ༡, one has:
cϿs+ܓেܔ��) ҰREౠ cϿs+ܓে ༡ܔ��)
5. “or any command �, one has:
cϿsܓ�ܔ ԠEౠ cϿsܓܕౡ Ƞ଩ଥ.�‖ Ƞ଩ଥܖܔ
Proof. We use implicitly Lemma 21.
1. Case ܕঽ ‖ ȡౡ৘.�ܖ ԠR৐ �[ঽ /৘]. One has:
cϿsܓܕঽ ‖ ȡౡ৘.�ܖܔ = ଡଚ଩ ৘ �ଚvalVܓঽ ܔ ଞଣ cϿsܓ�ܔԠRౠ cϿsܓ�ܔ[valVܓঽ ܔ/৘]→∗Rౠ cϿsܓ�[ঽ /৘]ܔ
Case ܕౡౖ.�‖�ܖ ԠR৐ �[�/ౖ ] and ܕ[�]‖ ȡౡ[ౖ].�ܖ ԠR৐ �[�/ౖ ]. Samereasoning.
Case ܕౠ৘.৔‖ঽ ⋅�ܖ ԠR৐ ܕ৔[ঽ /৘]‖�ܖ with ঽ of the same polarity
as ৘ and ৔ of the same polarity as �. One has:
cϿsܓܕౠ৘.৔‖ঽ ⋅�ܖܔ= ଡଚ଩ �৘, ো) �ଚ �valVܓঽ ܔ,valπܓ�ܔ) ଞଣ cϿs⊝ܓ৔ܔ�ো)ԠRౠ cϿs⊝ܓ৔ܔ�ো)[valVܓঽ ܔ/৘,valπܓ�ܔ/ো]→∗Rౠ cϿs⊝ܓ৔[ঽ /৘]ܔ�ো)[valπܓ�ܔ/ো]= cϿs⊝ܓ৔[ঽ /৘]ܔ�valπܓ�ܔ)
We conclude depending on the polarity of ৔[ঽ /৘]:
cϿs⊝ܓ৔⊝ܔ�valπܓ�ܔ) = cϿsܓܕ৔⊝‖�ܖܔ
cϿs⊝ܓ৔+ܔ�valπܓ�ܔ) = cϿs+ܓ৔+ܔ�঴ ↦ ౠো.cϿs⊝ܓ�ܔ�ো)঴)→Rౠ cϿs+ܓ৔+ܔ�cϿs⊝ܓ�ܔ�঴))= cϿsܓܕ৔+‖�ܖܔ
Case ܕ�ঽ ,া )‖ ȡౡ�৘, ৙).�ܖ ԠR৐ �[ঽ /৘,া /৙] with ঽ of the same
polarity as ৘ andা of the same polarity as ৙. Same reasoning.
Case �౧→1 ) ∶ ܕ ৕⊝ ‖ ৔+⋅৆ ܖ ԠR৐ ๊ ৔+ ‖ ȡౡ৘.ܕ৕⊝‖৘⋅৆ܖ๋ with৔+ not a value. By deࣾnition, one has cϿsܓ ܕ ৕⊝ ‖ ৔+⋅৆ ܖ ܔ =
cϿs+ܓ৔+ܔ��) where � ∶ ঴ ↦ ଡଚ଩ ৘+�ଚ঴ ଞଣ cϿsܓ ܕ৕⊝ ‖ ৘⋅৆ܖ ܔ.Therefore one has � = cϿs⊝ܓ ȡౡ৘.ܕ৕⊝ ‖৘+⋅৆ܖܔ and furthermore
cϿsܓܕ৕⊝‖ ৔+⋅৆ܖܔ = cϿsܓ๊৔+‖ ȡౡ৘.ܕ৕⊝‖৘⋅৆ܖ๋ܔ.
Other cases �౧). Same reasoning.
2. One has:
cϿs⊝ܓౡ Ƞ଩ଥ.ܕ৔⊝‖ Ƞ଩ଥܖܔ�঴) = �ౠো.cϿs⊝ܓ৔⊝ܔ�ো))঴ԠRౠ cϿs⊝ܓ৔⊝ܔ�঴)
3. Case ৔⊝ ԠE৐ ౡౖ⊝.ܕ৔⊝‖ౖ⊝ܖ. One has:
cϿs⊝ܓౡౖ⊝.ܕ৔⊝‖ౖ⊝ܖܔ�঴) = ଡଚ଩ ౖ⊝�ଚ঴ ଞଣ cϿs⊝ܓ৔⊝ܔ�ౖ⊝)ԠRౠ cϿs⊝ܓ৔⊝ܔ�঴)
Case ৆+ ԠE৐ ȡౡ৘+.ܕ৘+‖৆+ܖ and ৔⊝ ԠE৐ ȡౡ[ౖ⊝].ܕ[ౖ⊝]‖৆+ܖ. Samereasoning.
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Case ৔⊝ ԠE৐ ౠ৘.ౡౖ.ܕ৔⊝‖৘⋅ౖܖ.One has depending on the polarityof ౖ:
cϿs⊝ܓౠ৘.ౡౖ⊝.ܕ৔⊝‖৘⋅ౖ⊝ܖܔ�঴)= ଡଚ଩ �৘, ো) �ଚ঴ ଞଣ ଡଚ଩ ౖ⊝�ଚ ো ଞଣ cϿs⊝ܓ৔⊝ܔ��৘, ౠো༡.�ౖ⊝ো༡)))
cϿs⊝ܓౠ৘.ౡౖ+.ܕ৔⊝‖৘⋅ౖ+ܖܔ�঴)= ଡଚ଩ �৘, ো) �ଚ঴ ଞଣ ଡଚ଩ ౖ+�ଚ ౠো༡.�োো༡) ଞଣ cϿs⊝ܓ৔⊝ܔ��৘, ౖ+))
In both cases:
cϿs⊝ܓౠ৘.ౡౖ.ܕ৔⊝‖৘⋅ౖܖܔ�঴)ҰRౠ ଡଚ଩ �৘, ো) �ଚ঴ ଞଣ ଡଚ଩ ৙ �ଚ �৘, ౠো༡.�োো༡)) ଞଣ cϿs⊝ܓ৔⊝ܔ�৙)←Eౠ ଡଚ଩ �৘, ো) �ଚ঴ ଞଣ ଡଚ଩ ৙ �ଚ �৘, ো) ଞଣ cϿs⊝ܓ৔⊝ܔ�৙)ԟRౠ ଡଚ଩ ৙ �ଚ �ଡଚ଩ �৘, ো) �ଚ঴ ଞଣ �৘, ো)) ଞଣ cϿs⊝ܓ৔⊝ܔ�৙)←Eౠ ଡଚ଩ ৙ �ଚ঴ ଞଣ cϿs⊝ܓ৔⊝ܔ�৙)ԠRౠ cϿs⊝ܓ৔⊝ܔ�঴)
Case �⊝ ԠEౠ ȡౡ�৘, ৙).ܕ�৘, ৙)‖�⊝ܖ. Same reasoning.
Case ৔+ ԠE৐ ౡౖ+. ܕ৔+ ‖ ౖ+ܖ and ৆⊝ ԠE৐ ȡౡ৘⊝. ܕ৘⊝ ‖ ৆⊝ ܖ . Samereasoning as (4.) below.
4. Case ৔+ ԠE৐ ౡౖ+.ܕ৔+‖ౖ+ܖ. One has:
cϿs+ܓౡౖ+.ܕ৔+‖ౖ+ܖܔ��)= ଡଚ଩ ౖ+�ଚ ౠো.��ো) ଞଣ cϿs+ܓ৔+ܔ�঴ ↦ ౖ+঴)ԠR৐ cϿs+ܓ৔+ܔ�঴ ↦ ౠো.��ো)঴)→R৐ cϿs+ܓ৔+ܔ��)
Case ৆⊝ ԠE৐ ȡౡ৘⊝.ܕ৘⊝‖৆⊝ܖ. Same reasoning.
5. We have indeed:
cϿsܓܕౡ Ƞ଩ଥ.�‖ Ƞ଩ଥܖܔ = ౠো.cϿsܓ�ܔ ো ԟEౠ cϿsܓ�ܔ
Theorem 23 (Simulation). Let � and �༡ be two commands of the
calculus Lpol, Ƞ଩ଥ.
1. If � →R৐ �༡ then cϿsܓ�ܔ →+Rౠ cϿsܓ�༡ܔ.
2. If � ҰRE৐ �༡ then cϿsܓ�ܔ ҰREౠ cϿsܓ�༡ܔ.
Proof. By immediate induction on the deࣾnitions of→R৐ and ҰRE৐ ,using Lemma 22.
A fortiori, the translation simulates the reduction of machines of ౠℓ.
We deduce the coherence of calculi ౠℓ and Lpol, Ƞ଩ଥ:
Corollary 24 (Coherence). If ৘ and ৙ are two distinct polarised
variables, then ৘ ұRE৐ ৙, and therefore also ৘ Ҷ৐ ৙.
Proof. Let ৘ and ৙ be two distinct variables of the calculus Lpol, Ƞ଩ଥthat we can assume to be of the same polarity. In order to show৘ ұRE৐ ৙, it is suﬃcient by the rule ԠE৐ to show for some ౖ of theproper polarity: ܕ৘‖ౖܖ ұRE৐ ܕ৙‖ౖܖ. Let such an a ౖ. If ৚ ѵ ‡৘, ৙}is positive then one has cϿsܓ ܕ৚ ‖ ౖ ܖ ܔ = ౖ ৚; otherwise one has
cϿsܓ ܕ ৚ ‖ ౖ ܖ ܔ = ৚ ౖ. Yet according to Proposition 20, one has৘ ұREౠ ৙. Thus we also have cϿsܓܕ৘‖ౖܖܔ ұREౠ cϿsܓܕ৙‖ౖܖܔ; andtherefore ܕ৘‖ౖܖ ұRE৐ ܕ৙‖ౖܖ using Theorem 23.
B. Proof of the involution
We have deࣾned negation depending on the polarity:¬ন = {∼঵ if ন = ঵ষ → ⊥ if ন = ষ
We refer the reader to M.-M. [33, Section IV.5] for further explan-
ations of this deࣾnition in terms of focusing, for an explanation of
why it is necessary to delimit control in order to model ⊥, and also
for a motivation of our deࣾnition of isomorphisms (Deࣾnition 17).
We now prove that there exists an isomorphism between ন and ¬¬ন
for ন either positive or negative, ࣾrst in Lpol, Ƞ଩ଥ and then in ౠℓ.We insist that the proofs are entirely algebraic. In particular, we
need no hypothesis about the syntax being non-extensible or a partic-
ular typed setting being strongly normalising. As a consequence, the
isomorphism remains true in all extensions of the calculi and of their
type systems. (A counter-example to this property is an isomorphism
such as ∀ি �ন → ি) → ি Ҳ ন in System “.)
B.1 � ≅ ¬¬� in Lpol, ̂��
B.1.1 Case ¬¬� ≅ �
Deﬁnition 25. We deࣾne the following notation:ȡౡ[৘⋅ Ƞ଩ଥ].� ≝ ȡౡ[ౖ⊝].ܕౠ৘.ౡ Ƞ଩ଥ.�‖ౖ⊝ܖ
This construct has the following introduction rule:� ∶ �ɵ, ৘ ∶ ন ⊢ ɶ)̟ɵ ∣ ȡౡ[৘⋅ Ƞ଩ଥ].� ∶ ∼�ন → ⊥) ⊢ ɶ
Lemma 26. One has:ܕ[ঽ ⋅ Ƞ଩ଥ]‖ ȡౡ[৘⋅ Ƞ଩ଥ].�ܖ ҰRE৐ �[ঽ /৘]ȡౡ[৘⋅ Ƞ଩ଥ].ܕ[৘⋅ Ƞ଩ଥ]‖৆+ܖ ҰRE৐ ৆+
Proof. One has:ܕ[ঽ ⋅ Ƞ଩ଥ]‖ ȡౡ[৘⋅ Ƞ଩ଥ].�ܖ→∗R৐ ๊ౡౖ⊝.ܕ[ঽ ⋅ౖ⊝]‖ ȡౡ[৘⋅ Ƞ଩ଥ].�ܖ‖ Ƞ଩ଥ๋→R৐ ๊ౡౖ⊝.ܕౠ৘.ౡ Ƞ଩ଥ.�‖ঽ ⋅ౖ⊝ܖ‖ Ƞ଩ଥ๋→R৐ ๊ౡౖ⊝.ܕౡ Ƞ଩ଥ.�[ঽ /৘]‖ౖ⊝ܖ‖ Ƞ଩ଥ๋←E৐ ܕౡ Ƞ଩ଥ.�[ঽ /৘]‖ Ƞ଩ଥܖ←E৐ �[ঽ /৘]ȡౡ[৘⋅ Ƞ଩ଥ].ܕ[৘⋅ Ƞ଩ଥ]‖৆+ܖ= ȡౡ[ౖ⊝].๊ౠ৘.ౡ Ƞ଩ଥ.ܕ[৘⋅ Ƞ଩ଥ]‖৆+ܖ‖ౖ⊝๋→∗R৐ ȡౡ[ౖ⊝].ຆౠ৘.ౡ Ƞ଩ଥ.๊ౡ౗⊝.ܕ[৘⋅౗⊝]‖৆+ܖ‖ Ƞ଩ଥ๋‖ౖ⊝ງ→R৐ ȡౡ[ౖ⊝].๊ౠ৘.ౡ౗⊝.ܕ[৘⋅౗⊝]‖৆+ܖ‖ౖ⊝๋←R৐ ȡౡ[ౖ⊝].ຆౠ৘.ౡ౗⊝.๊ౡౖ⊝.ܕ[ౖ⊝]‖৆+ܖ‖৘⋅౗⊝๋‖ౖ⊝ງ→R৐ ȡౡ[ౖ⊝].๊ౡౖ⊝.ܕ[ౖ⊝]‖৆+ܖ‖ౖ⊝๋ҰRE৐ ৆+
hence the result.
Proposition 27 (ষ Ҳ ¬¬ষ in Lpol, Ƞ଩ଥ). We de͢ne:�༡+�৘+) ≝ [৘+⋅ Ƞ଩ଥ]�༡+�৙+) ≝ ౡౖ+.๊৙+‖ ȡౡ[৘+⋅ Ƞ଩ଥ].ܕ৘+‖ౖ+ܖ๋
In Lpol, Ƞ଩ଥ, one has ষ Ҳ�༡+ ,�༡+ ∼�ষ → ⊥).
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Proof. Indeed one has:৘+ ∶ ষ ⊢ [৘+⋅ Ƞ଩ଥ] ∶ ∼�ষ → ⊥)৙+ ∶ ∼�ষ → ⊥) ⊢ ౡౖ+.๊৙+‖ ȡౡ[৘+⋅ Ƞ଩ଥ].ܕ৘+‖ౖ+ܖ๋ ∶ ষ
Besides, one has:ܕଡଚ଩ ৙+�ଚ�༡+�৘+) ଞଣ �༡+�৙+)‖ౖ+ܖԠR৐ ຶ[৘+⋅ Ƞ଩ଥ]‖ ȡౡ৙+.ຆౡౖ+.๊৙+‖ ȡౡ[৘+⋅ Ƞ଩ଥ].ܕ৘+‖ౖ+ܖ๋‖ౖ+ງື→R৐ ຆ[৘+⋅ Ƞ଩ଥ]‖ ȡౡ৙+.๊৙+‖ ȡౡ[৘+⋅ Ƞ଩ଥ].ܕ৘+‖ౖ+ܖ๋ງ→E৐ ๊[৘+⋅ Ƞ଩ଥ]‖ ȡౡ[৘+⋅ Ƞ଩ଥ].ܕ৘+‖ౖ+ܖ๋ҰRE৐ ܕ৘+‖ౖ+ܖܕଡଚ଩ ৘+�ଚ�༡+�৙+) ଞଣ �༡+�৘+)‖౗+ܖԠR৐ ຆౡౖ+.๊৙+‖ ȡౡ[৘+⋅ Ƞ଩ଥ].ܕ৘+‖ౖ+ܖ๋‖ ȡౡ৘+.ܕ[৘+⋅ Ƞ଩ଥ]‖౗+ܖງҰRE৐ ๊৙+‖ ȡౡ[৘+⋅ Ƞ଩ଥ].ܕ[৘+⋅ Ƞ଩ଥ]‖౗+ܖ๋←∗E৐ ܕ৙+‖౗+ܖ
hence the result.
B.1.2 Case ¬¬� ≅ �
Deﬁnition 28. We deࣾne the following notation:ౠ[ౖ⊝].৔ ≝ ౠ৘+.ౡ౗.๊৘+‖ ȡౡ[ౖ⊝].ܕ৔‖౗ܖ๋
This construction has the following derived rule:ɵ ⊢ ৔ ∶ ন ∣ ౖ⊝ ∶ ঵, ɶ̟ɵ ⊢ ౠ[ౖ⊝].৔ ∶ �∼঵) → ন
Lemma 29. One has:ܕౠ[ౖ⊝].ౡ Ƞ଩ଥ.�‖[�⊝]⋅ Ƞ଩ଥܖ ҰRE৐ �[�⊝/ౖ ⊝]ౠ[ౖ⊝].ౡ Ƞ଩ଥ.ܕ৔+‖[ౖ⊝]⋅ Ƞ଩ଥܖ ҰRE৐ ৔+
Proof. One:ܕౠ[ౖ⊝].ౡ Ƞ଩ଥ.�‖[�⊝]⋅ Ƞ଩ଥܖ= ຆౠ৘+.ౡ౗⊝.๊৘+‖ ȡౡ[ౖ⊝].ܕౡ Ƞ଩ଥ.�‖౗⊝ܖ๋‖[�⊝]⋅ Ƞ଩ଥງ→R৐ ຶౡ౗⊝.ຆౠ৘+.ౡ౗⊝.๊৘+‖ ȡౡ[ౖ⊝].ܕౡ Ƞ଩ଥ.�‖౗⊝ܖ๋‖[�⊝]⋅౗⊝ງ‖ Ƞ଩ଥື→∗R৐ ຆౡ౗⊝.๊[�⊝]‖ ȡౡ[ౖ⊝].ܕౡ Ƞ଩ଥ.�‖౗⊝ܖ๋‖ Ƞ଩ଥງ→R৐ ๊ౡ౗⊝.ܕౡ Ƞ଩ଥ.�[�⊝/ౖ ⊝]‖౗⊝ܖ‖ Ƞ଩ଥ๋←E৐ ܕౡ Ƞ଩ଥ.�[�⊝/ౖ ⊝]‖ Ƞ଩ଥܖ←E৐ �[�⊝/ౖ ⊝]ౠ[ౖ⊝].ౡ Ƞ଩ଥ.ܕ৔+‖[ౖ⊝]⋅ Ƞ଩ଥܖ→R৐ ౠ[ౖ⊝].ౡ Ƞ଩ଥ.๊ౡ౗⊝.ܕ৔+‖[ౖ⊝]⋅౗⊝ܖ‖ Ƞ଩ଥ๋→R৐ ౠ[ౖ⊝].ౡ౗⊝.ܕ৔+‖[ౖ⊝]⋅౗⊝ܖ→R৐ ౠ৘+.ౡ౗⊝.๊৘+‖ ȡౡ[ౖ⊝].ܕ৔+‖[ౖ⊝]⋅౗⊝ܖ๋←R৐ ౠ৘+.ౡ౗⊝.ຆ৘+‖ ȡౡ[ౖ⊝].๊[ౖ⊝]‖ ȡౡ৘+.ܕ৔+‖৘+⋅౗⊝ܖ๋ງ←E৐ ౠ৘+.ౡ౗⊝.๊৘+‖ ȡౡ৘+.ܕ৔+‖৘+⋅౗⊝ܖ๋→R৐ ౠ৘+.ౡ౗⊝.ܕ৔+‖৘+⋅౗⊝ܖ←E৐ ৔+
hence the result.
Proposition 30 (঵ Ҳ ¬¬঵ in Lpol, Ƞ଩ଥ). Let us take:�༡⊝�৘⊝) ≝ ౠ[ౖ⊝].ౡ Ƞ଩ଥ.ܕ৘⊝‖ౖ⊝ܖ�༡⊝�৙⊝) ≝ ౡౖ⊝.ܕ৙⊝‖[ౖ⊝]⋅ Ƞ଩ଥܖ
In the calculus Lpol, Ƞ଩ଥ, one has:঵ Ҳ�༡⊝ ,�༡⊝ �∼঵) → ⊥
Proof. Indeed one has:৘⊝ ∶ ঵ ⊢ ౠ[ౖ⊝].ౡ Ƞ଩ଥ.ܕ৘⊝‖ౖ⊝ܖ ∶ �∼঵) → ⊥৙⊝ ∶ �∼঵) → ⊥ ⊢ ౡౖ⊝.ܕ৙⊝‖[ౖ⊝]⋅ Ƞ଩ଥܖ
One also has:ܕଡଚ଩ ৙⊝�ଚ�༡⊝�৘⊝) ଞଣ �༡⊝�৙⊝)‖ౖ⊝ܖԠR৐ ຆౠ[ౖ⊝].ౡ Ƞ଩ଥ.ܕ৘⊝‖ౖ⊝ܖ‖ ȡౡ৙⊝.๊ౡౖ⊝.ܕ৙⊝‖[ౖ⊝]⋅ Ƞ଩ଥܖ‖ౖ⊝๋ງ→∗R৐ ๊ౠ[ౖ⊝].ౡ Ƞ଩ଥ.ܕ৘⊝‖ౖ⊝ܖ‖[ౖ⊝]⋅ Ƞ଩ଥ๋ҰRE৐ ܕ৘⊝‖ౖ⊝ܖܕଡଚ଩ ৘⊝�ଚ�༡⊝�৙⊝) ଞଣ �༡⊝�৘⊝)‖౗⊝ܖԠR৐ ຆౡౖ⊝.ܕ৙⊝‖[ౖ⊝]⋅ Ƞ଩ଥܖ‖ ȡౡ৘⊝.๊ౠ[ౖ⊝].ౡ Ƞ଩ଥ.ܕ৘⊝‖ౖ⊝ܖ‖౗⊝๋ງ→∗R৐ ๊ౠ[ౖ⊝].ౡ Ƞ଩ଥ.ܕ৙⊝‖[ౖ⊝]⋅ Ƞ଩ଥܖ‖౗⊝๋ҰRE৐ ܕ৙⊝‖౗⊝ܖ
hence the result.
B.2 � ≅ ¬¬� in ۢℓ
Proposition 31. If we have ন Ҳ�,� ঩ in the calculus Lpol, Ƞ଩ଥ, such
that � and � are given by quasi-proof terms of ౠℓ, then one hasন Ҳ�,� ঩ in the calculus ౠℓ.
Proof. If ��৘) and ��৙) are quasi-proof terms, then it is also the
case of ଡଚ଩ ৙ �ଚ ��৘) ଞଣ ��৙) and of ଡଚ଩ ৘ �ଚ��৙) ଞଣ ��৘). Therefore by
hypothesis and deࣾnition one has:ଡଚ଩ ৙ �ଚ ��৘) ଞଣ ��৙) ҵ৐ ৘ଡଚ଩ ৘ �ଚ��৙) ଞଣ ��৘) ҵ৐ ৙
Corollary 32 (ষ Ҳ ¬¬ষ in ౠℓ). One takes:�+�৘+) ≝ �ব ৘+)+�+�৙+) ≝ �ফ¬ ৙+)+
In ౠℓ, one has ষ Ҳ�+ ,�+ ∼�ষ → ⊥).
Proof. As we proved in Section 3:৘+ ∶ ষ ⊢ �ব ৘+)+ ∶ ∼�ষ → ⊥)৙+ ∶ ∼�ষ → ⊥) ⊢ �ফ¬ ৙+)+ ∶ ষ
We also proved in particular:ܕ�ব ৘+)+‖ౖ+ܖ[౗⊝] ≻∗৐ ܕ[৘+⋅౗⊝]‖ౖ+ܖܕ�ফ¬ [৘+⋅ౖ⊝])+‖౗+ܖ ≻∗৐ ܕ৘+‖౗+ܖ[ౖ⊝]
According to Proposition 12, these reductions are equivalences
between commands of Lpol, Ƞ଩ଥ. As a consequence one has by exten-sionality in Lpol, Ƞ଩ଥ:�ব ৘+)+ ҰRE৐ [৘+⋅ Ƞ଩ଥ] = �༡+�৘+)�ফ¬ ৙+)+ ҰRE৐ ౡ౗+.๊৙+‖ ȡౡ[৘+⋅ Ƞ଩ଥ].ܕ৘+‖౗+ܖ๋ = �༡+�৙)
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According to Proposition 27, one therefore has ষ Ҳ�+ ,�+ ∼�ষ → ⊥)in Lpol, Ƞ଩ଥ. Since both �+ and �+ are quasi-proof terms, we haveaccording to Proposition 31 ষ Ҳ�+ ,�+ ∼�ষ → ⊥) in ౠℓ.
Corollary 33 (঵ Ҳ ¬¬঵ in ౠℓ). We de͢ne:�⊝�৘⊝) ≝ ౠ৙+.�ନଚଣଙ ৙+৘⊝)⊝�⊝�৙⊝) ≝ �� ৙⊝)⊝
In ౠℓ, one has঵ Ҳ�⊝ ,�⊝ ∼঵ → ⊥.
Proof. We proved in Section 3:৘⊝ ∶ ঵ ⊢ ౠ৙+.�ନଚଣଙ ৙+৘⊝)⊝ ∶ ∼঵ → ⊥৙⊝ ∶ ∼঵ → ⊥ ⊢ �� ৙⊝)⊝ ∶ ঵
Besides, one has:ܕౠ৙+.�ନଚଣଙ ৙+৘⊝)⊝‖[ౖ⊝]⋅౗⊝ܖ ≻∗৐ ܕ৘⊝‖ౖ⊝ܖ[౗⊝]ܕ�� ৙⊝)⊝‖ౖ⊝ܖ[౗⊝, ౘ⊝] ≻∗৐ ܕ৙⊝‖[ౖ⊝]⋅౗⊝ܖ[ౘ⊝]
According to Proposition 12, these reductions are equivalences of
commands of Lpol, Ƞ଩ଥ. As a consequence one again has by extension-ality in Lpol, Ƞ଩ଥ:ౠ৙+.�ନଚଣଙ ৙+৘⊝)⊝ ҰRE৐ ౠ[ౖ⊝].ౡ Ƞ଩ଥ.ܕ৘⊝‖ౖ⊝ܖ = �༡⊝�৘⊝)�� ৙⊝)⊝ ҰRE৐ ౡౖ⊝.ܕ৙⊝‖[ౖ⊝]⋅ Ƞ଩ଥܖ = �༡⊝�৙⊝)
According to Proposition 30, one therefore has঵ Ҳ�⊝ ,�⊝ ∼঵ → ⊥in Lpol, Ƞ଩ଥ. Again, since �⊝ and �⊝ are quasi-proof terms, one hasaccording to Proposition 31঵ Ҳ�⊝ ,�⊝ ∼঵ → ⊥ in ౠℓ.
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